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Foreword

The materials selections described in this report are the culmination of many
years of effort. W. G. Halsey was principally responsible for development of the
selection criteria. R. D. McCdght contributed considerable personal ins_ght into the
corrosion behavior of materials, led the Metal Barriers effort, and wrote an earlier, brief
version of this report. G. E. Gdowski was responsible for much of the degradation

. mode survey work. W. L. Clarke, Jr., contributed insights from years of experience with
materials in the nuclear power industry, and leads the Corrosion & Electrochemical
Processes Section of the Materials Division of the Chemistry and Materials Science

• Department at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory as well as serving as
Technical Project Offk;er for LLNL participation in the Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization Project. R. A. Van Konynenburg contributed in the areas of radiation
effects and carbon-14 release, and edited this report.
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Abstract

Preliminary selection criteria have been developed, peer-reviewed, and applied
to a field of 41 candidate materials to choose three alloys for further consideration
during the advanced conceptual design phase of waste package development for a
potential high level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. These three
alloys are titanium grade 12, Alloy C-4, and Alloy 825. These selections are specific to
the particular conceptual design outlined in the Site Characterization Plan. Other
design concepts that may be considered in the advanced conceptual design phase
may favor other materials choices.

IL
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project is engaged in evaluating a site
in southern Nevada for its suitability to host the nation's first high level nuclear
waste repository. As part of this effort, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
has been concerned for a number of years with developing and evaluating the
performance of waste packages for the potential repository. As is the case in the
development of any engineering product, one of the key aspects is the choice of

. materials to be used. Because of the rather rigorous and exacting requirements
that have been established for these packages by federal regulations, as well as
the detailed scrutiny that has been and most likely will continue to be applied to ali

• decisions pertaining to them, we have chosen to adopt a somewhat formal,
documented process to select'he materials to be used.

Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982,1which provided for the U.S.
geological repository development program, a Site Characterization Plan (SCP)
was required, and was published for Yucca Mountain by the U.S. Department of
Energy's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management in 1988.2 Within this
SCP, a conceptual design for the waste packages was presented. This design
incorporated a thin-walled contuiner made from a single, corrosion-resistant metal
or alloy.

Six materials were initially chosen using a brief set of criteria, and were listed in the
SCP as candidates for use in the conceptual design. More detailed selection
criteria were subsequently developed to use in choosing among them, in order to
narrow the field of materials to be considered as candidates for the next phase,
called the advanced conceptual design. Because these criteria were much more
detailed and differently weighted than those originally used to arrive at the SCP
candidate list, we decided to apply them to a larger field of candidates, which
ultimately numbered 41.

This report describes the background of the conceptual design and the suite of
materials initially considered for it, the waste package performance requirements
and expected service conditions, the preliminary selection criteria that have been
developed, and the full list of 41 materials more recently considered. The detailed
application of the criteria to the candidate materials is described, ranking is
performed, and conclusions and recommendations are presented. A briefer

- version of this report was presented at the Focus '91 meeting.3

, As is often the case in any development program of this scope, complexity, and
duration, the requirements, assumptions, and management guidance have
changed over time. At the time of writing this report (November 1992) the range of
options being considered for the advanced conceptual design has expanded
beyond the relatively simple thin-walled, single metal container of the conceptual
design. Since the preliminary selection criteria have been applied only to the
original conceptual design, the resulting choices are really appropriate only to it.
Nevertheless, the approach used in selection, as well as many of the detailed
criteria that were applied, are relevant to other design options as weil. We
therefore present this information both to document what was done for the
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conceptual design as well as to set the stage for the selection process that will be
used for the advanced conceptual design, lt should be understood that the
materials choices that will result for the advanced conceptual design may differ
from those arrived at in the conceptual design stage, since the basic design
concepts may differ.

II. BACKGROUND OF CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND MATERIALS CHOICES

Since 1981, package developers in the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization
Project (YMP) and its predecessor, the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage
Investigations (NNWSI) Project, have considered a number of materials for
fabrication of waste package containers for disposal of high-level vitrified nuclear .
waste and spent fuel from commercial nuclear power plants. We have focused
mainly on a thin-walled container made from a single, corrosion-resistant metal or
alloy since 1983, and this design has served as the basis for the conceptual
design.4 However, we have also given some consideration to other waste
package configurations and to various classes of materials that might be
appropriate for them. A detailed history of the materials considerations in the
YMP/NNWSI project has been given in a previous report.5 The following
discussion is derived from references 4 and 5.

Initially, horizons in both the saturated zone (below the water table) and in the
unsaturated zone (above it) were under consideration for location of the potential
repository. The choice between these two zones has a major impact on the design
of the waste packages and on the materials to be considered for the waste
package containers. Up to 1982 other candidate repositories in the USA, as well
as in other countries, had been proposed for location deep in the saturated zone.
This location, combined with the possibility of some empty space inside spent fuel
packages, required container designs that incorporated walls sufficiently thick to
withstand the resulting high hydrostatic pressure without buckling, in order to
assure containment. In additiop to pressure, the containers would be subject to
constant aqueous corrosion conditions, and many of the designs therefore
incorporated additional wall thickness to provide for general corrosion allowance.
Since thick walls were required for these reasons, advantage was also taken of
them in some cases to provide self-shielding of the gamma radiation emitted by the
waste. This could reduce the dose rates outside the packages to levels at which an
argument could be made that radiolytic changes 1othe chemical environment
would be insignificant and could safely be ignored in projecting corrosion behavior. .
The thick-walled container thus became the de iacto standard design. Within the
NNWSI, attention was centered on cast irons and cast and wrought steels to be
used in thick sections (approximately 25-30 cm) for repository designs in the
saturated zone.

In the summer of 1982, a project decision was made to propose location of the
potential repository in the unsaturated zone, some 300-400 meters below the
surface and some 200 meters above the water table. As a result of this decision,
the focus of the NNWSI container work was shifted to thin-walled containers tor the
waste package, because there would be no significant external pressure acting on
the container in the unsaturated zone, and thick walls were thus not needed for
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mechanical strength. Their elimination could result in weight, space, and cost
savings. Use of a thin-walled container put greater emphasis on the resistance of
the container matedal to ali pertinent forms of environmental degradation, including
oxidation in the vapor phase and aqueous corrosion in the condensed phase. The
initial emplacement conditions were expecteo to be dry and to remain so for a long
period of time. Thus, while it was thought that aqueous corrosion could occur
during transient periods when water entered the repository environment,
immersion of large numbers of containers or large areas of containers was not

. viewed as a likely or continuing occurrence.

The writing of the so-caliod "Orange draft" of the SCP was begun at a project
" leadership meeting in Orange, California, in early 1983. In conjunction with the

writing of this draft, an evaluation of potential candidate materials for the containers
was conducted. 6 In the first screening, a wide range of engineering metals and
alloys was considered, ranging from plain carbon steel to zirconium. A list of 31
candidate materials was narrowed to 17, and these materials were evaluated using
four criteria: mechanical properties, weldability, cost, and corrosion behavior. In
this evaluation, each of these four criteria was weighted equally. The result was
recommendation of three candidate materials for the conceptual design of the
container. These three materials were austenitic stainless steels (AISI 304L, AISI
316L) and a related nickel-rich austenitic alloy (Alloy 825).

The conceptual design report was completed in 1984.4 Two generic designs were
advanced, one for spent fuel waste packages and the other for borosilicate glass.
The latter results from Savannah River Site defense waste or West Valley, New
York, commercial waste reprocessing and will be cast into a stainless steel pour
canister, which will then be "overpacked" with disposal containers. Liquid and
sludge wastes at the Hanford, Washington site are expected to be processed
similarly. Conceptual designs have focused on a nominal one-cm thick container
wall; subsequently we have suggested some variation in the wall thickness to
accommodate different fabrication processes and to compensate for the lower
strength materials. In 1983, the idea was explored of directly using the stainless
steel pour canister as the disposal container for reprocessed high-level defense
waste. However, further analysis revealed that the time-temperature-strain history
that would occur during the glass pouring operation could cause a sensitized
microstructure to develop on some locations on the stainless steel canister surface.
Such a microstructure would be prone to corrosion (intergranular attack or

- intergranular stress corrosion cracking) in the anticipated oxidizing environment of
the potential Yucca Mountain repository. Consequently, the design discussed in

. the SCP made use of an outer container surrounding the inner pour canister for the
glass waste packages. A single-walled container with the same outside diameter
was planned for the spent fuel containers, to make possible uniform borehole
diameters.

In 1984 the Congress formally requested that the NNWSI undertake a two-year
feasibility study on the use of copper and copper materials as possible waste
package container materials. This study was conducted during FY-85 and FY-86.
Close co-operation with *he Copper Development Association (CDA) and the
International Copper R{.search Association (INCRA) resulted in the
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recommendation of three candidate materials that merited further study: oxygen-
free copper (CDA 102); 7°L aluminum bronze (CDA 613); and 70/30 copper-nickel
(CDA 715). The two-year feasibility study indicated some performance concerns
with these candidate materials, but it concluded that these were viable candidates
and should be considered along with the austenitic candidate materials.7

Considerable experimental work was initiated on the austenitic materials in 1983
and on the copper-based materials in 1984. The intent of the work was to
determine the comparative performance limitations of the various candidate Q

materials. In 1987 work was resumed on a new version of the SCP; this version
was finally released in early 1988 (as the Consultation Draft) and later in the same
year (as the Statutory Draft)2. Extensive degradation mode surveys were prepared
in 1988-89 on the candidate materials by critically analyzing information in the
technical literature on the performance of these materials in a variety of natural and
chemical environments.8 Information gaps serve to suggest areas where
experimental work is needed. Mechanistically-based performance models have
also been surveyed,9 and these are being adapted to the environments and
timeframes associated with the repository. Selection criteria were developed
during the period 1988-90 that make possible quantitative rankings in some 34
separate categories. 10 A "peer review" panel was convened in September 1988 to
review an early draft of the criteria. These criteria are considerably more
comprehensive than the candidate selection criteria used in 1983.

Because of recommendations from various segments of the technical community
that more robust designs and more durable materials should be considered,
additional degradation mode surveys have been prepared on highly corrosion
resistant materials. Summaries of these surveys are available.11-13 These
materials comprise titanium and titanium-based alloys, and nickel-based alloys
containing chromium, iron, molybdenum and other elements. These materials are
evaluated herein along with the six candidate materials (AISI 304L, AISI 316L,
Alloy 825, CDA 102, CDA 613, and CDA 715) that have been considered by the
Project for a longer period of time and were discussed in detail in the Yucca
Mountain SCP. As a further option, a number of "alternate concepts" are being
formulated for consideration as even more robust configurations. Some of these
involve multiple metal barriers, thick walls, packages containing filler materials
inside the container or packing materials outside the container, and metal/ceramic
combinations. The options that appear to be most promising will be studied in the
advanced conceptual design phase.
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III. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS, CONCEPTUAL DESIGN, AND
SERVICE CONDIT!ONS

lt is generally recognized that waste packages must be designed and constructed
to perform the functions of containing the waste and enabling it to be handled in a
safe manner. Overall performance requirements for the high level waste repository
were established by the Environmental Protection Agency as 40CFR Part 191 in
1985.14 This regulation wa._remanded by court action in 1987, and was recently

- invalidated by the National Energy Policy Act of 1992. Among other requirements,
this regulation set limits to the total release of certain radionuclides to the
accessible environment over 10,000 years.t

Detailed pc, formance requirements for repository subsystems, including the
engineered barrier system (EBS), were established by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission regulation 10CFR Part 6015in 1983. This regulation is also subject to
change under the National Energy Policy Act of 1992, but the work reported here
was performed during the period when this regulation was in force. Among other
requirements, this regulation specifies that containment of high level waste within
the waste packages must be "substantially complete" for a period (yet to be
determined by the NRC) which will be in the range of 300 to 1000 years in duration.
Despite considerable effort on the part of the Department of Energy, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, and their contractors, there has so far not been an
agreed-upon translation of the term "substantially complete" into quantitative terms
that could serve as a clear engineering design goal.

Regulation 10CFR Part 60 also specifies that the release rate of any radionuclide
from the EBS following the containment period must not exceed one part in
100,000 per year of the inventory of theft radionuclide calculated to be present at
1,000 years following permanent closure of the repository.

At the present time, it appears that the most difficult aspect of these regulations for
the waste packages to meet in the expected environment of a potential Yucca
Mour cainrepository would be containment and controlled release of carbon-14 as
14OO 2, since it would exist as a gas.16 These requirements translate into a very
stringent quality control requirement initially, a very small fraction of leaking
containers over 10,000 years, and a very small failure rate per year. The carbon-
14 release problem is currently under study by the Science Advisory Board of the

° Environmental Protection Agency, and the regulation changes celled for by the
National Energy Policy Act of 1992 may change these requirements.

In addition to providing containment and h_lping to control release, the waste
package container must be compatible with the waste forms, must not compromise
the performance of other repository components, and must provide for
transportation, handling, retrievability, and unique identification.

The conceptual design of the waste packages that was presented in the Site
Characterization Plan consisted of a closed, metallic, thin-walled cylinder about 66
cm in diameter and 300 to 500 cm long. The 300-cm length appli_.dto the v',trified
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high-level waste, while the longer packages were planned for spent fuel. The
metal was to be corrosion resistant and about one centimeter th:._k,as noted
above. Somewhat thicker walls were to be used at the top and bottom.

Several fabrication options were considered, such as rolled and welded plate,
casting, and extrusion. The bottom could either be integral with the body of the
container, or might be forged and welded to it. Ali fabrication joints except the final
closure could readily be annealed to relieve residual stresses. The final closure
has been identified as a feature that could potentially limit long-term container
performance and should therefore receive special attention. Annealing the final °
closure joint could not be performed easily, since it we.uldsubject the spent fuel or
high level waste to temperatures that could be deleterious to their long term
controlled release performance. Reports have been prepared on the evaluation of
various fabrication and closure processes by engineers at Babcock and Wilcox,
working on subcontract with LLNL.17,18

In the scheme presented in the SCP, the waste package was to be placed in a
vertical or horizontal borehole with an air gap surrounding it in a mined repository
at least 200 meters above the water table in a stratum of welded, devitrified, tuff
rock (the Topopah Spring member of the Paintbrush tuff inside Yucca Mountain,
Nye County, Nevada). This location would result in a relatively dry condition
without hydrostatic or significant lithostatic loads. Thus, the stresses in service
would be limited to residual stresses, such as those that could result from closure
welding for a welded container, and the static loads from the weight of the
container itself and the waste. Small loads resulting from sloughed rock would
also be possible. Additional transient and impact loads would be applied during
transportation, handling, and retrieval (if it occurred). The container must be able to
survive a small drop or handling impact without loss of integrity. Noticeably
damaged containers would not be emplaced in the repository.

After emplacement, the containers would be subject to a temperature vs. time
history that would depend on the designed heat loading (also known as the areal
power density) and the heat transfer properties of the rock, including the gas and
liquid phases. In the SCP design, the peak temperature of the containers was to
be about 250°C, reached in a few yes,rs to a few decades, and it would be followed
by a slow decrease over centuries. ",his temperature-time profile is important both
in determining the external corrosion environment and in establishing the long-
term thermal treatment to which the metal would be subjected. The latter can give
rise to metallurgical changes, such as phase changes, in some metals, as well as
to annealing of residual stresses. The effect of the long-term thermal aging on the
weld metal and the heat-affected-zones around welds is of particular interest.

The corrosion environment may also change with time. When the containers are at
temperatures above the local boiling point (about 96°C at the potential repository
elevation) bulk liquid water contact can be ruled out on thermodynamic grounds.
The environment during this period would consist of a warm air- dry steam mixture
that wouid resuJcin iow-temperature oxidation of the container material. When the
temperature dropped below the boiling point of water, the containers should still
remain free of bulk liquid water, for three reasons. First, the large dried-out region
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of rock combined with the very low rate of infiltration of water at Yucca Mountain are
expected to prevent return of liquid water to the rock nec; the packages for a
considerable time. Second, even when the nearby rock became rewetted, the
capillary properties of the rock combined with the low rate of infiltration and the
designed air gap around the packages would prevent access of bulk liquid water to
the packages. Finally, each package would always be at a higher temperature
than the rock wall near it. This is dictated by the fact that the package would always
constitute a stronger heat source than the rock, and the second law of

o thermodynamics dictates that heat always flows from a hotter to a colder body. If
both the package and the rock wall became wet, by some unspecified and
unanticipated mechanism, there would be a net evaporation from the package and

" a net condensation on the rock, as a result of the temperature difference, thus
restoring the package to dryness. Duringthe entire effe_!ve life of the packages,
therefore, it is expected that they would not be conta_ed by bu?,_liquid water.
There would be chemisorbed and physisorbed layers of water molecules as
determined by temperature, humidity, surface roughness, and presence or
absence of hygroscopic species. The character of the resulting degradation modes
may be either of a dry oxidation type or an aqueous corrosion type, depending on
the thickness of the water layer.

Ali this having been said, it is still prudent to allow for the possibility that some
packages may be contacted by bulk water for some period of time. This might
result from draining of the "condensation halo" near the edge of the repository, for
example, or from an isolated case of fracture flow, or from the unanticipated case of
repository inundation. If contact with bulk water occurred, the resulting aqueous
environment at the packages would be conducive to corrosion processes such as
general metal dissolution, pitting attack, crevice corrosion, stress corrosion
cracking and other environmentally assisted cracking, and other possible corrosion
modes.

The groundwater associated with the repository site is near neutral to slightly
alkaline in pH, oxygenated, and fairly low in ionic content, with sodium bicarbonate
as the main dissolved species. Mechanisms have been suggested by which the
solutes in the groundwater could become more concentrated and thereby result in
a more aggressive corrosion environment. Although these mechanisms do not
seem likely, it is difficult to rule out such a situation, and prudence demands that it
be considered.

Gamma radiation will be emitted by the waste as a result of radioactive decay. In
the conceptual design, the thin-walled container offers little shielding.

° Consequently, one must consider the radiolytic altc,,=tions that would be produced
in the package environment, particularly during the first few decades. 19 Radiolysis
of moist air produces species such as ozone, nitrogen oxides, nitric acid, and
ammonia. Hydrogen peroxide is produced in radiolysis of liquid water. These
species are known to be reactive with many metals. Radiolytic effects would be
smaller in later years, as the packages cool, since the radionuclides producing
both the majority of the heat (strontium-90 and cesium-137) and the gamma
radiation (cesium-137) have hs .-lives near 30 years.
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Further discussion of possible corrosion processes and other degradation effects
on an emplaced container surface has been presented elsewhere.20 lt should be
kept in mind that there may be considerable variation in environmental conditions
and meta!lurgical conditions over the endre ensemble of waste packages in the
repo._,_tory.The conceptual design envisioned some 40,000 waste packages to be
emplaced with an area spanning a few square kilometers over a time period of 25
to 30 years. One c_n expect a considerable variation in environmental parametei's
in a natural system of this size. The containers would be fabricated from many
different heats of metal, having a range of compositions, lt should therefore be
expected that the response of the containers to the environment will likewise show "
substantial variation.

IV. PRELIMINARY SELECTION CRITERIA

Preliminary selection criteria have been developed10 for use in narrowing the list of
possible candidate materials to a manageable few for further detailed study. The
development of these criteria took into account the conceptual design, the
performance requirements, and the expected and bounding service conditions.
The preliminary cri_,:.,_riathat were settled upon at this stage encompass a variety of
disparate featur_ _ but fall into two main categories: (A) those related to the
performance of tt_e :_,_tainer material in the repository, and (B) non-performance-
related topics dealing with cost, engineering experience, and the practical
considerations of fabricating containers from the material. We decided to assign
weighting factors and numerical scores to the criteria so that an overall score or
figure of merit could be determined for each candidate. This would then enable us
to rank them and to choose the "best" candidates for further consideration.

An important aspect of the development of such a scoring system involving
selection criteria that include a range of different aspects is the assignment of the
relative weighting factors. This assignment necessarily requires the application of
judgment, since there is no universally agreed-upon way of balancing these
features against each other. We therefore applied our own judgment initially. In
order to open this process up to input representing a variety of points of view, we
submitted our suggested weighting factors, as well as the set of detailed criteria as
a whole, to a peer review process. The peer panel was comprised of six experts in
various aspects of metallurgy, corrosion of metals, and metal fabrication, who had
backgrounds in industry, academia, and consulting. The recommendations of the
peer review panel were incorporated into the preliminary selection criteria. The .
peer review report is enclosed as microfiche.

Within the two main categories mentioned above, the criteria are further divided -
into seven topical areas. These topical areas, together with the weighting factors
that we have assigned after peer review, are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 TOPICAl.. AREAS OF PRELIMINARY SELECTION CRITERIA

Weiahtina Facto[ PartA Material Performance-- v

14 A) Mechanical performance
30 B) Chemical performance
16 C) Predictability of performance
10 D) Compatibility with other materials

Part B Fabricabilitv. Cost. and Other Considerations

° 20 E) Fabricability
5 F) Cost
5 G) Previous experience with the material

As can be seen, the highest weighting factor is applied to the chemical
performance, which includes corrosion and oxidation. This reflects the overriding
importance of maintaining containment over long periods of time, and the general
belief that the most likely mode of breach of containment is corrosion or oxidation.

The next highest weighting is given to fabricability, recognizing the sine qua non
that the material chc _n must be workable into practical containers theftr.:anbe
reliably sealed.

Predictability ranks next, since a major aspect of the process of licensing will be
development of a sufficiently convincing assessment of long-term performance to
provide a "reasonable expectation" or "reasonable assurance" that the
performance requirements will be met. Like "su_'.,tantially complete" containment,
these terms have not been quantitatively defined by the regulatory agencies.

Next is mechanical performance, recognizing the need for adequate mechanical
behavior in handling and storage. Compatibility with the other materials present is
required to make sure that the containers work together with the other designed
multiple barriers to produce true defense in depth.

Cost and previous experience have the lowest weighting factors. There is some
overlap between previous experience and ali the other factors, since they have

. influenced past application of materials. Thus, previous experience is in a sense
already covered implicitly in the others.

" Perhaps the aspect that involves the most application of judgment is the
assignment of relative weighting to cost versus the other topical areas. As noted
above, in our initial 1983 screening of materials, cost was one of four criteria, each
assigned equal weight, the other three being mechanical properties, weldability,
and corrosion behavior. During the various presentations, publications, and
reviews that followed this screening, we received input from several institutions and
individuals in the technical community iri gene_ai. The consensus appeared to be
that cost should have a lower relative ranking. One basis for this belief is that
higher standards of longevity and predictability have been set for waste containers
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than for other engineering products, and that we should therefore emphasize
higher quality materials, which also have higher costs. In add;tion, _ile waste
containers are not expected to be under surveillance throughout their design life, in
contrast to other engineered systems, anCwould not be replaced if they fail, as is
the case for other systems. Therefore it is necessary to be more conservative and
to choose materials with superior projected behavior, which implies higher cost.

Finally, there are those who argue that in order to obtain a license for a nuclear
waste repository, we must be able to achieve a broad consensus for approval of
the design, including not only technical specialists but the public as weil. The
public (with some justification) associates lowercost with r ")rer performance. If
the public comes to believe that we are "cutting comers" by using "cheap" materials
to contain waste which by some accounts is perceived by them (rightly or wrongly)
as perhaps the most significant throat to public health and safety on the herizon,
this consensus could be difficult to come by.

In any case, in these preliminary selection criteria we, _.le chosen to rank cost
lower in importance than performance and fabricability, lt will be interesting to
gauge the response from the community at large, particularly in view of the recently

,, publis_,edcost estimates,21which evaluate overall waste container costs in billions
of dollars.

Within e_ch of the seven topical areas, there 3re several specific sub-topics, each
of which receives a share of the topic area weighting. At this level the criteria are
material independent and are equally applicable to any candidate container
material, lt should be noted that each of the performance cmeria must be
considered for a variety of combinations of material conditions and environments.
The conditions and environments considered are the following: (1) base
material/closure (weld) material; (2) as-fabricated condition/aged condition; (3)
nominal or expected environment/potential or bounding environment. Note that
some of the criteria are interrelated and may overlap as noted above in connection
with the "previous experience" criterion. The material independent selection
criteria topic areas, sub-topics, and weighting factors are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 COMPLETE CRITERIA FOR PRELIMINARY CONTAINER
MATERIAL SELECTION

Weighting Factors Part A: MATERIAL pERFQRMANGE

14 A. Mechanical performance
6 A1 Strength
6 A2 Toughness
2 A3 Phase Stability

30 B. Chemical performance
" 8 B1 Resistance to general corrosion (oxidation,

aqueous corrosion)
7 B2 Resistance to pitting, crevice, or other

iocalized attack
10 B3 Resistat_,ceto environmentally accelerated

cracking (stress corrosion cracking and H
embrittiement)

5 B4 Resistance to microbiologically influenced
corrosion

16 C. Predictability of Derf0rmance
4 C1 Existence of predictive methods to explain

and predict degradation phenomena and to
extrapolate existing performance data to
repository time scales and conditions, or
ability to develop such methods

4 C2 Existence of long-term performance data
4 C3 Ability to generate required data
4 C4 Relative licensability

10 D. Compatibilitywith other materials
5 D1 Interactions with waste form
5 D2 Interactions with the package environment

and borehole liner

PART B: FABRICABILITY. COST. AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

20 E. F,_bricability
5 E1 Fabricability of container bodyo

5 E2 Ability to close and seal the container
5 E3 Inspectability of closure
5 E4 Post-closure damage toleraJlce

5
2 F1 As-fabricated container costs
2 F2 Associated exceptionai repository

handling costs
1 F3 Strategic availability of material
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C G. _.9..¥iousexperiencewiththe material
3 G1 Previous engineering experience with the

m.aterial
2 G2 Existing engineering standards for the

material

A brief explanation and justification of the relevance of each of the sub-topics
follows:

Al. Strength m This is a measure of the ability of a material to carry a
mechanical load without deforming. High strength is not required in
this application, but a moderate amount is needed to carry the loads in
lifting, handling, and storage.

A2. Toughness m This is a measure of the energy required to fracture a
material, and it evaluates the ductility, or conversely, the brittleness, of
the material. Toughness is particularly important for resisting impact
loads, such as may occur in handling.

A3. Phase Stability _ This is a measure of the degree to which an alloy will
maintain its detailed chemical and crystallographic structure when

• subjected to the expected temperature and mechanical stress
conditions over time. Phase changes can be detrimental to mechanical
and corrosion properties.

Bl. Resistance to general corrosion (oxidation, aqueous corrosion)
General corrosion is a chemical degradation process that occurs over
the entire exposed surface of a metal part. lt can occur under dry
conditions, in which case it is called oxidation, or under wet conditions,
where it is termed aqueous corrosion. At relatively low temperatures,
the iatter is often a more rapid process, involving local galvanic effects
and migration of ions in aqueous solution. General corrosion could
destroy containment.

B2. Resistance to pitting, crevice, or other localized attack _ In these forms
of corrosion the metal is degraded in smaller regions as compared with
the attack covered by B2. These modes are also capable of
compromising containment.

B3. Resistance to environmentally accelerated cracking (stress corrosion -
cracking and hydrogen embrittlement) -- Under certain conditions
these failure modes can produce rapid failure of metal parts. They
depend sensitively on particular chemical species in the environment,
and again are threats to containment.
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B4. Resistance to microbiologically influenced corrosion m In recent years
microbes have been found to be responsible for many corrosion
failures. They cannot be ruled out in the potential repository, since
some have been found to survive extremes of temperature and
radiation dose rate. Metabolic products from some microbes could
substantially alter the chemical environment near the metal surface.
Other microbes specifically oxidize certain metals.

. C1. Existence of predictive methods to explain and predict degradation
phenomena and to extrapolate existing performance data to repository
time scales and conditions, or ability to develop such methods- - This

" is important in projecting long term behavior. While such extrapolation
will always be accompanied by uncertainty, an effort is made to
compare the difficulty of doing so for different materials.

C2. Existence of long-term performance data m Although the timescale of
interest for a repository exceeds the history of the use of nearly ali
potential candidate metals, some have a more extensive performance
data base than others. Long-term performance data help to provide
confidence in predictions.

C3. Ability to generate required data- This involves a judgment of the
difficulty of accumulating data on tile metal that is necessary for
performance assessment and licensing.

C4. Relative licensability m This is a judgment of the expected ease or
difficulty of demonstrating sufficient performance predictability to allow
licensing, given previous licensing experience, data, and models.

D1. Interactions with waste form -- Deleterious chemical or corrosion
interactions with spent fuel or borosilicate glass must be avoided to
insure containment.

D2. Interactions with the package environment and borehole liner- This is
similar to D1, but involves the package external environment.

El. Fabricability of container body -- This is an evaluation of the ease with
. which the main body of the container can be made, and its quality

controlled.

" E2. Ability to close and seal the container _ This mainly refers to welding,
and is important in establishing containment. Quality control of the
welding process is an important consideration here.

E3. Inspectability of closure w The containers must not only be sealed, they
must be known to be sealed. Inspection must be performable with
confidence.
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E4. Post-closure damage tolerance m This is a judgment of the fragility of
the container if fabricated frc,,_ the material in question.

F1. As-fabricated container costs -- These must be estimated from
available information.

F2. Associated exceptional repository handling costs m This accounts for
individual characteristics of materials such as weight, brittleness, and
toxicity.

F3. Strategic availability of material m This is a measure of the _ikelihoodof
supply of a sufficient quantity of the material over the long term.

GI. Previous engineering experience with the material m This is a measure
of the variety of applications and years of experience with the material.
A high score gives confidence against something unexpected
occurring.

G2. Existing engineering standards for the material _ This is another
measure of experience with the material and familiarity within the
technical community.

In applying the criteria, we have tried to be as quantitative as possible and to
compare candidate,,materials on as common a basis as possible. Even so, some of
the criteria are eitl,er inherently subjective or there is insufficient information
available to treat them in an objective, quantitative fashion. In addition the
individual peculiarities of the candidates must be taken into account. For example,
in considering localized corrosion, an important parameter is the likelihood that the
repository environment will have present an ionic species that promotes pitting, at a
high enough concentration to affect performance, lt is known that pitting of different
metals is affected by different ionic species. Therefore, this criterion must consider
different species for the various candidates, but the intent is the same for all, that is
to evaluate the degree to which pitting attack might be a performance limiting
problem.

Minimum or maximum acceptable limits can be established for some of the criteria,
such as the one applying to mechanical strength. For others, no minimum or
maximum passing values can be assigned, either because the property is not b

precisely quantifiable, a clear limit cannot be selected, or sufficient data are not
available for a particular candidate. Nevertheless, the first step in applying the
criteria was a "pass or fail" test, in which a candidate either was retained or rejected .
based either on whether or not a particular property value fell within established
limits, or, lacking such limits, whether it was subjectively judged adequate or
inadequate with respect to the property.

After the "pass or fail" test, the surviving candidates were subjected to quantitative
scoring for each criterion. Where possible and relevant, the range of values of the
parameter in question was made to correspond to a scale of points so that a point
value could be tabulated for each candidate. In some cases this was not justified



or not possible. For example, once the minimum strength requirement was
satisfied, there was little benefit tc.,having greater strength, since the thickness of
material to be used was established independently of strength, for corrosion
protection.

A detailed discussion of each criterion is given in Appendix A.

V. MATERIALS CONSIDERED

A total of forty-one materials were considered. The so-called "SCP-6" candidate
materials (the six listed in the Site Characterization Plan) were considered in detail.

" These materials are conveniently grouped into two families: (1) iron-based and
nickel-based alloys having an austenitic (face-centered cubic) structure,
specifically AISI 304L stainless steel, AISI 316L stainless steel, and nickel-rich
Alloy 825; (2) copper and copper-based alloys, specifically oxygen-free pure
copper (CDA 102), 7% aluminum bronze (CDA 613), and 70/30 copper-nickel
(CDA 715).

Thirty-two other engineering materials were also evaluated against the selection
criteria, but with less rigor than the SCP-6, because these materials have not been
as extensively considered by the YMP/NNWSI in the past. For instance, these
materials were not considered in the container fabrication and closure process
evaluations. Several of them are fairly new materials and have been developed for
rather specific applications; it is not known how they will perform in other
circumstances. These materials included several other stainless steels (both
,_usteniticand ferritic grades), several nickel-based alloys (Ni-Cr-Mo and Ni-Cu
alloys), other copper-based alloys, titanium and Ti-based alloys, zirconium, alloy
steels, carbon steels, and cast irons. Ali of the material that had been evaluated in
the 1983 study were included, 6 as well as some other materials that had been
suggested in the intervening years at various workshops and other project reviews
and functions.

Of the common engineering alloy systems, the ones not represented in the
candidate list are those based on aluminum, lead, magnesium, tin, and zinc.
These metals do not have adequate mechanical properties at the temperatures of
interest for the conceptual design container. However, they could be considered
as external coating or cladding materials or as internal filler materials in other

- designs employing multiple barrier concepts.

. A listing of the materials considered is given in Table 3. The Unified Numbering
System (UNS) designation is given for each metal or alloy. The detailed
composition of each material can be found by locating the corresponding American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) designation in the UNS handbook,22 and
consulting the appropriate ASTM standard.
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Table 3 MATERIALS CONSIDERED IN THE SELECTION EVALUATION OF
CANDIDATES FOR NUCLEAR WASTE CONTAINERS

Common Designation _NS Designation Remarks

1. Stainless Steels

304L $30403 One of the SCP-6 Materials
304ELC $30403
316L $31603 Orle of the SCP-6 Materials
316LN $31653
317L $31703
321 $32100
347 $34700
409 $40900
430 $43000
26Cr-1Mo $44626
29Cr-4Mo $44700
Ferralium 255 $32550
Nitronic 33 $21900
Nitronic 50 $20910

2. Nickel-Base an_l High Nickel Stainless AIIqy$

20Cb3 (Carpenter 20Cb3) N08020
AL6X(Allegheny-Ludlu m) N08366
JS700(Jessop 700) N08700
625 (Inconel 625) N06625
825 (Incoloy 825) N08825 One of the SCP-6 Materials
G-3 (Hastelloy G-3) N06985
G-30 (Hastelloy G-30) N06030
C-276 (Hastelloy C-276) !'|10276
C-22 (Hastelloy C-22) N06022
C-4 (Hastelloy C-4) N06455 Given full evaluation
400 (Monel 400) N04400

:3. Alloy Steels

9Cr-lMo J82090 (ASTM A 217)

,4. Carbon Steel?

AlSl 1020 G10200
A537 K02400

5. Cast Irons

Nodular Gray F43000
Si Cast Iron F47001
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6. Cooper and Copoer-Based Alloys

CDA 102 C10200 One o, the SCP-6 Materials
CDA 110 Cl1000
CDA 122 C12200
CDA 613 C61300 One of the SCP-6 Materials
CDA 715 C71500 One of the SCP-6 Materials

7. Titanium and Titanium-Based Alloys
ql

Ti Grade 2 R50400
Ti Grade 7 R52400
Ti Grade 12 R53400 Given full evaluation

8. Zirconium and Zr-Based Alloys

Zr 702 R60702
Zircaloy 2 R60802
Zircaloy 4 R60804

VI. MATERIAL EVALUATIONS
i

The quantitative application of 34 separate criteria to 41 candidate metals would
require a large amount of experimental data. In some cases, such as for the SCP-6
candidates, which we have had under consideration for several years, many of the
needed data are available. In other cases, particularly for some of the alloys
developed in recent years, data are more sparse.

In view of this situation we decided to apply quantitative scoring only to the SPC-6
candidates and to one selected alloy from each of the two higher performance alloy
groups, i.e., the titanium-based and the nickel-based alloys. These two additional
alloys are titanium grade 12 and Alloy C-4. The bases for selecting these two
alloys are given in the respective degradation mode surveys.11,12 We judged that
they were the best in their alloy groups for the present application. For the other 32
candidates, we applied comparative qualitative judgment.

" Accordingly, four of us (WLC, RDM, WGH, and GEG) met on July 30 and 31, 1991,
and collectively scored the eight named candidates, and two of us (RDM and GEG)

. applied our judgment during the next week to the others.

As described above, the first step was to apply the pass-or-fail tests. The results
were that Alloy 825, 7% aluminum bronze (CDA 613), 70/30 copper-nickel (CDA
715), Alloy C-4, and titanium grade 12 ali passed readily. AISI 304L and 316L
stainless steels barely passed some of the localized and stress corrosion
resistance criteria. High purity copper (CDA 102) failed the tests for mechanical
strength, weldability of the final closure, and external handling during
emplacement, lt is important to state again that these criteria were applied to a
single-metal, thin-walled container design. The materials that barely passed or
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failed these criteria may be quite suitable for other designs that incorporate thicker
walls or multiple barriers. As previously noted, much of the information used in the
evaluations came from the degradation mode surveys and the process evalutions
for fabflcation and closure.

The next step was quantitative evaluation of the remaining seven leading alloys.
The score sheets that we developed for them are given in Appendix B. A
comparison of the total scores for these alloys is given in Table 4.

Table 4 QUANTITATIVE SCORES OF MATERIALS THAT RECEIVED
DETAILED EVALUATIONS

Material Score

Ti-Grade 12 691
Alloy C-4 685
Alloy 825 651
316L stainless steel 600
304L stainless steel 588
70/30 Cu-Ni (CDA 715) 501
AI-Bronze (CDA 613) 484
Pure Cu (CDA 102) 0 (failed at least one criterion)

I

Note: A perfect score would be 994 points.

A few remarks are pertinent to these scores:

1. The reason why AISI 316L and 304L stainless steels rank higher than the
copper-based alloys is primarily because they have a larger experience
base. However, as noted, these materials barely passed the localized
corrosion and stress corrosion pass-fail criteria.

2. Both the aluminum bronze and the 70/30 copper-nickel were rated low in
performance and predictability. The aluminum bronze suffered from lack of
experience in fabrication, welding, industrial usage, and performance modeling.

3. The high purity copper, as noted earlier, failed on the basis of strength
(criterion Al), weldability (criterion E2), and external handling (criterion E4).
lt also suffers from the same performance limitations as the aluminum bronze
and the copper-nickel.

m

The qualitative comments on the remaining 32 candidates are as follows:

1. Stainless Steels

304ELC Extra low carbon version of Type 304 ss. Expected to have similar
properties to 304L, except for grea_er resistance _osensitization.

316LN Nitrided version of Type 316L. Expected to have similar properties.
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317L Higher Mo (3-4 wt.%) version of 316L (2-3 wt.% Mo). Expected to have
somewhat better localized corrosion resistance than 316L, but will be
susceptible to chloride-induced stress corrosion crackin._?(SCC)
because of Ni content (11-15 wt.%). Therefore, it is expected to score
lower than other alloys which contain both high Ni (>40 wt.%) and
similar Mo content (e.g. Alloy 825).

. 321 Ti-stabilized Ni-Cr stainless steel with no Mo addition, therefore
localized corrosion is a concern. Expected to have similar corrosion
properties to Type 304L stainless steel.

347 Columbium (Niobium) stabilized Ni-Cr stainless steel with no Mo
addition, therefore localized corrosion is a concern. Expected to have
similar corrosion properties to Type 304L stainless steel.

Nitronic 33 and Nitronic 50
Mn and N additions impart greater yield strength. However, Mn
addition in place of Ni decreases resistance to SCC. Nitronic grades
subject to localized corrosion.

409,430, 26Cr-1 Mo, 29Cr-4 Mo
These are ferritic stainless steels, which as a class of materials generally
have problems with welds primarily due to grain growth in weld and HAZ
regions. Post-weld treatment does not alleviate ali embrittlement
problems and may even enhance some. In addition, fracture toughness
of these materials is poor. Ferritic stainless steels are generally immune
to chloride induced SCC; the 26Cr-1 Mo and 29-Cr-4 Mo grades are
very resistant to localized corrosion. The 409 stainless steel was failed
on criterion A2 (toughness), A3 (phase stability), and E2 (weldability).

2. High Nickel Alloys

20Cb3, AL6X, JS700
A group of alloys with intermediate nickel concentration (23 to 38%) and
Mo concentration of 2-7%. The Ni addition should enhance SCC
resistance, and the Mo addition, localized corrosion resistance. These

• alloys are expected to have better SCC resistance than the 300 series
stainless steels, but not as good as Alloy 825. The higher Mo alloys
would be expected to have better localized corrosion resistance than thet

standard Alloy 825. However, a higher Mo version of Alloy 825 is
available, and would have decided advantages over these alloys. On
the other hand, these alloys will cost less than Alloy 825, and
performance in the expected environment may be adequate. Those
alloys with Ni>24% do not SCC in any natural environment (sea water,
fresh water, etc.), and therefore J-13 types of groundwaters would not be
expected to induce SCC. Nevertneiess, these are new alloys and do not
have as extensive a database as Alloy 825.
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G-3 This alloy is similar ',oAlloy 825, but it has a higher Mo content (6-8%)
and a 5% Co addition, lt is expected to have better localized corrosion
resistance than Alloy 825, but a higher cost due to the cobalt addition.
Again, there is a higher Mo version of Alloy 825.

G-30 Higher Cr (28-31%) version of Alloy G-3. There will likely be problems
with welds of such a high Cr material due to formation of intermetallic
precipitates and possibly sigma phase formation.

625 Nb addition makes this alloy susceptible to ordering and precipitate
formation. Alloy does not weld as readily as Ni-Cr-Mo alloys without Nb.
Good base-metal corrosion properties similar to other Ni-Cr-Mo alloys.

C-4, C-22, C-276
Ali have similar corrosion properties, but C-4 has better weldability.
There probably will be some precipitate formation in weld. May need
to consider mechanical closures. Ali have very good base-metal
corrosion properties.

400 This is a 70Ni-30Cu alloy which has somewhat better aqueous corrosion
resistance than 70Cu-30Ni, but is more expensive due to the higher Ni
content. Extensive experience in marine applications. Unknown
performance in radiation environments, but lack of very stable oxide
formation suggests that it would not be sufficiently oxidation resistant
when irradiated.

3. Alloy Steels, 4. Carbon Steels, and 5. Cast Irons

With the possible exception of the silicon cast iron, ali these materials are
not expected to have the necessary general corrosion resistance for the
SCP Conceptual Design. In addition, cast irons suffer a localized
corrosion form known as graphitization. Alloy steels are difficult to weld
because of enhanced brittle martensite formation in the weld. Cast irons
and silicon irons are difficult to form in the dimensions of the conceptual
design container. Ali of these materials faiied at least one of the criteria.

6. Copper and Copper-Based Alloys
li

CDA 706
The 90/10 copper-nickel is expected to have inferior corrosion properties
to the 70/30 material (CDA 715) in mildly oxidizing environments.
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CDA 110

Electrolytic tough pitch copper suffers in this application from the
same properties that failed high purity Cu: low strength and difficult
weldability for the final closure weld.

CDA 122

. This alloy has residual phosphorus which makes the alloy more
weldable and marginally stronger. However, it is expected to be less
corrosion resistant than CDA 715 and CDA 613. The material failed

° the same criteria as high purity Cu (CDA 102).

7. Titanium and Titanium-Based Alloys

Ti Gr 2,Ti Gr 7,Ti Gr 12
Ti Gr 7 (palladium addition) and Ti Gr 12 (nickel and molybdenum
addition) have better crevice corrosion resistance than unalloyed Ti
Gr 2. Ti Gr 7 is the most expensive. Titanium is highly corrosion
resistant to many acids and to high chloride media.

8. Zirconium

Commercial Zr and the Zircaloys are notch sensitive and have low
fracture toughness. Welding requires protective atmospheres to
prevent oxygen and nitrogen pick-up. Long-term hydriding may be a
problem. These are expensive materials. Excellent corrosion
resistance in aggressive environments (acids and high CI-).

VII SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary set of selection criteria, developed by the Yucca Mountain
Project (YMP) in 1988-90, were applied to a large number of engineering
materials that have been considered for fabrication of nlJolp_r w_te co-tainers
to be disposed of at a potential repository at Yucca Mountain. These materials
ranged from cast iron to zirconium. Other families of materials evaluated were
austenitic stainless steels, ferritic stainless steels, carbon and alloy steels,

• nickel-based alloys, copper and copper-based alloys, and titanium and its dilute
alloys. The materials were evaluated on the basis of the YMP conceptual
design for the waste package container. In this design, a thin-walled container

" fabricated from a single metal or alloy would serve as the containment barrier.
The environment in which the container will be emplaced is believed to be "dry"
and is expected to remain so for a long period of time. However, since aqLJeous
conditions cannot be absolutely ruled out, the performance of the materi_t in
these circumstances must be satisfactory and predictable.

The criteria fall into two broad categories: (1) aspects dealing with the
performance of the container materia! in the respository environment, and (2)
aspects dealing with the economic and practical considerations of fahri_::lti_lg
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and sealing the containers. The criteria are weighted so that a quantitative
comparison amc=g the candidates is obtained. The "performance" criteria
account for 70% of the points awarded, and the other criteria account for 30%.
These broader categories are sub-divided into individual criteria (34 in all) with
which the materials are scored individually, the appropriate weighting factor
applied, and the points totaled. For many of the criteria, there is a minimum or
maximum requirement, in other words, a "pass/fail" threshold, and a successful
candidate material must pass ali of these.

As a result of performing the evaluation, the following materials are
recommended for additional investigations during the advanced conceptual
design phase of the YMP:

1. Titanium Grade 12, a dilute alloy containing small additions of nickel and
molybdenum (UNS R53400).

2. Alloy C-4, a nickel-based alloy containing appreciable amounts of chromium
ana molybdenum (UNS N06455) [this alloy is also known as Hastelloy C-4].

3. Alloy 825, a high-nickel intermediate austenitic alloy (UNS N08825) [this
alloy is also known as Incoloy 825].

lt must be emphasized that these selections are specifically made for our
conceptual design waste package container. Other design concepts may favor
other material selections.

i
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Appendix A:

PARAMETERS. WEIGHTING _FACTORS.,ANDPA_ SCORE_
FOR ._ANDIDATE METAL ALLOYS

A) Mechanical Performance

Weighting Factor: 14
Q

A1) Strength

" Weighting Factor: 6
Parameter: Yield strength
Passing Score: Adequate/Inadequate (approximately 10 ksi (69 MPa)

minimum)
Score: Pass (5) / Fail (0)
Scale: NA

This assures adequate strength for static and handling loads. Absolute
minimum values are not currently available; however, typical conceptual design
loads are about 1-3 ksi (7-21 MPa) (without safety factor). This criterion applies
at the possible 250 C service temperature and must still be met after the long
term aging of the material.

A2) Toughness

Weighting Factor: 6
Parameter: Plane-strain fracture toughness (KIc)
Passing Score: Adequate/Inadequate (approximately 50 ksi (in) 1/2

(55 MPa (m) 1/2))
Score: Pass (5)/Fail (0)
Scale: NA

This assures sufficient fracture toughness to withstand impact loads during
handling. Absolute minimum values are not currently available; however, typical
engineering applications require approximately 50 ksi (in)l/2 (55 MPa(m)1/2).
Fracture toughness can be inferred from measured stress intensity factor for

• fracture KIc (or appropriate empirical correlations or elastic-plastic J-integral
method). Note that this criterion must be met by the final closure weld (if welded)

. and heat affected zone after a long term aging cycle.
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A3) Phase stability

Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Relative metallurgical phase stability
Passing Score: Adequate/Inadequate
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9 .... 10
Scale: Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excell.
Units: relative phase stability

This measures relative metallurgical stability of base metal and final closure
weld (if welded) and heat affected zone during long term (1000 years) aging at
moderate temperatures (up to 250 C).

B) Chemical Performance

Weighting Factor: 30

B1 ) Resistance to general corrosion (oxidation, aqueous corrosion).

Weighting Factor: 8
Parameter: Time average oxidation rate (micrometers/year)
Passing score: 1.0 micrometer/year maximum
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: 100. 10.0 1.0 0.1 0.01
Units: micrometers/year

This is the average general corrosion rate (from oxidation and aqueous
corrosion phenomena) for the expected time, temperature and environment for
the containment period. The criterion is wall thinning, or the sum of corrosion on
the interior and exterior of the container. The passing score then allows for up to
1 millimeter of wastage from oxidation in 1000 years.

f32) Resistance to pitting, crevice, or other localized attack.

Weighting factor: 7
Parameter: Penetration rate
Passing score: 1.0 micrometer/year maximum
Score:0.... 1.... 2.... 3 .... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: 100. 10.0 1.0 0.1 0.01 0
Units: micrometers/year

.l

This is the projected average rate of penetration of localized corrosion
phenomena during the first 1000 years under the expected metallurgical
(inc!uding the aged material) and environmental conditions. This criterion
applies to both the interior and exterior of the container. A material which does
not allow initiation of localized corrosion in the expected environmental and
service conditions can be given a '0' penetration rate. ]-he likelihood of
localized corrosion includes consideration of topics such as the difference
between the critical potential for pit initiation and the free corrosion potential,
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ionic concentrations expected, possible concentrating effects, thermal
conditiorl_,, and quantity of water present, ali as functions of time.

B3) Resistance to environmentally accelerated cracking EAC (stress
corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement).

Weighting factor: 10

- B3a) Threshold stress intensity for corrosion cracking

., Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Kl/Klscc
Passing score: 0.7 critical stress intensity for SCC
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3 .... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0
Units: stress intensity/critical stress intensity

This is the ratio of expected stress intensity Kl(due to residual stresses, applied
stresses, and internal flaws), to the critical stress intensity Klscc for SCC under
expected metallurgical (including the aged material), physical, and
environmental conditions, both internal and external. The 0.7 ratio passing
score is similar to ASME Section XI limits. KI and Klscc have to be estimated for
the selection process, as the design and fabrication processes are not finalized.

B3b) Degree of sensitization (austenitic alloys/SCC)

Weighting factor: 1
Parameter: EPR ratio
Passing score: 5% maximum
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3 .... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: 100. 10 1. 0.1
Units: EPR ratio %

This uses the electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation (EPR) test. The worst
case is likely to be the final closure weld and heat affected zone after long term
aging. Passing score is a common screening value for testing austenitic
stainless steels.

B3c) Threshold potential (austenitic alIoys/TGSCC)

Weighting factor: 1
Parameter: E (critical)wE (corrosion)
Passing score: 100 millivolts minimum difference
Score: 0.... 1.... 2 .... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9 .... 10
Scale: 0 100. 200 300 400 500
Units: millivolts
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This evaluates the difference between the critical potential for TGSCC and the
f,_e corrosion potential under the expected metallurgical and environmental
conditions. This is a common test for comparative corrosion susceptibility. The
passing score is a common safety margin for potential difference.

B3d) Smooth specimen stress corrosion cracking

Weighting factor: 2
Parameter: KI/Klssscc
Passing score: 0.7 critical stress intensity for SSSCC
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4 .... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0

Units: stress intensity/critical stress intensity

This is the ratio of expected stress intensity KI (due to residual stresses, applied
stresses, and internal flaws), to the critical stress intensity Klssscc for smooth
surface SCC under expected metallurgical (including the aged material),
physical, and environmental conditions, both internal and external. The 0.7 ratio
passing score is similar to ASME Section XI limits. KI and Klssscc have to be
estimated for the selection, as final design and fabrication decisions have not
been made.

B3e) Likelihood of sufficient concentration of chemical species for corrosion
cracking (for example: chloride for austenitic alloys, ammonia or nitrite
for copper alloys)

Weighting factor: 2
Parameter: Likelihood of EAC ion concentrations occurring.
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate confidence cracking will not occur
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10

Scale: High Moderate Low None
Units: Subjective likelihood

This evaluates the expected probability that chemical species in the
environment which are known to cause or enhance EAC will occur in

concentrations sufficient to propagate a crack through the container wall. This
includes consideration of topics such as ionic concentrations expected,
possible concentrating effects, thermal conditions, and quantity of water
present, ali as functions of time and for interior and exterior surfaces.

B3f) Likelihood of sufficient hydrogen concentration to cause degradation

Weighting factor: 1
Parameter: Likelihood of degrading concentrations of H.
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate confidence embrittlement

will not occur
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8 .... 9.... 10
Scale: High Moderate Low None
Units: Subjective likelihood
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This evaluates the expected probability that the hydrogen concentration in the
environment will cause sufficient H uptake to _.,_usedegradation. This includes
consideration of topics such as sources and sinks for hydrogen, radiation fields,
surface activators, and the material condition.

B3g) Hydrogen sensitive phases (for example: martensite or sensitized
material for austenitic alloys, oxide inclusions for copper alloys)

- Weighting factor: 1
Parameter: Phase fraction
Passing score: 0.01 maximumo

Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8 .... 9.... 10
Scale: 1.0 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001 0
Units: fraction

This measures the fraction of material composed of phases susceptible to
hydrogen cracking, particularly after aging in the final closure weld and heat
affected zone.

B4) Resistance to microbiologically influenced corrosion

Weighting Factor: 5
Parameter: Likelihood of microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC)
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate confidence MIC will not occur
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: High Moderate Low None
Units: Subjective likelihood

This evaluates the expected probability that microbiologically influenced
corrosion of the material will occur in the repository environment at a rate
sufficient to cause container failure. Topics to consider include the likelihood of
microorganisms living in the repository environment, their possible effects, and
the possibility of effective countermeasures.

C) Predictability of performance

Weighting Factor: 16

(C1) Existence of predictive methods to extrapolate degradation
. phenomena, and methods to extrapolate existing performance

data to repository time scales and conditions, or ability to develop
such methods
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Weighting Factor: 4
Parameter: Subjective opi,-'.:._nof "predictability"
Passing score" Adequate/Inadequate confidence that adequate

predictive methods will be available
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3 .... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: Predictability

This estimates the likelihood that the degradation phenomena can be predicted
sufficiently to allow performance assessment

C2) Existence of long-term performance data

Weighting Factor: 4
Parameter: Literature review finding
Passing score" Adequate/Inadequate data available
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale" None Low Moderate High
Units" relative data availability

Long term data include results from years or decades of exposure to known
environments from which extrapolation to longer times is possible if models of
the degradation modes exist. Data on materials other than the candidates may
be useful if the degradation mode phenomenology is similar enough to be
described by the same model.

C3) Ability to generate required data

Weighting Factor: 4
Parameter: Expected ability to generate data
Passing score" Adequate/Inadequate ability to generate data
Score"0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8 .... 9 .... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: estimated ability

This estimates the expected ease or difficulty in producing material performance
data required for performance assessment and to support the license
application. This is a subjective combination of topics such as: volume and
types of data needed, the ease in generating the data, and the uncertainties in
the data due to variables in the material (such as heat-to-heat variations of
critical properties).
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C4) Relative licensability of the material

Weighting Factor: 4
Parameter: Relative licensability
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate licensability
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8 .... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: relative licensability

This estimates the expected ease or difficulty in demonstrating sufficient
,, performance predictability to allow licensing. This is a subjective combination of

topics such as development and validation of predictive methods, data
availability and validation, prior licensing experience and practice, etc.

D) Compatibility with other materials

Weighting Factor: 10

D1 ) Interactions with waste form

Weighting Factor: 5
Parameter: Subjective opinion of "Compatibility"
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate compatibility
Score:0.... 1.... 2.... 3 .... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: estimate of compatibility

This estimates whether the container material is likely to interact with the waste
forms (spent fuel, cladding, glass waste fo.',_, glass pour canister, etc.) in _.".y
way which will compromise performance oJthe waste package. Examples might
include: galvanic coupling, formation of aggressive chemical species,
interdiffusion effects, etc. This includes products from the container which affect
the waste form as well as products from the waste form which affect the
container. This criterion may overlap with other issues.

D2) Interactions with the package environment and borehole liner

" Weighting Factor: 5
Parameter: Subjective opinion of "Compatibility"

.. Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate compatibility
Score:0.... 1.... 2.... 3 .... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: estimate of compatibility

This estimates whether the material is likely to interact with any features in the
nearby emplacement environment (borehole liner, seals, grout, rock, rockbolts,
skids, lubricants, etc.) in any way that will compromise performance of the waste
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package or other repository component. Examples might include galvanic
coupling, formation of agressive chemical species, interdiffusion effects, etc.

E) Fabricability

Weighting Factor: 20

E1 ) Fabricability of container body

Weighting Factor: 5

E1 a) General formability

Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Subjective opinion of formability
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate formability
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4 .... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: expected formability

This evaluates the availability of processes to form container
components from the material considering properties such as
ductility, microstructure, weldability, etc.

E1 b) Product quality

Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Subjective opinion of quality
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate product quality
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4 .... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9 .... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: expected quality

This evaluates the ability to produce reproducible properties
such as composition, microstructure, residual stress, surface
finish, etc.

E1 c) Inspectability

Weighting Factor: 1
Parameter: Subjective opinion of inspectability
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate inspectability
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9 .... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: expected inspectability

/Iq_sevaluates the ability to inspect the fabricated material and
document properties such as those discussed in E1 b.
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E2) Closeability of container.

Weighting Factor: 5

E2a) General process considerations
Weighting Factor: 3
Parameter: Subjective opinion of closure processes
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate closure processes

- Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3 .... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: expected process quality

Is the material conducive to a high quality final closure in a
remote operation? Closure studies currently concentrate on
welds, but mechanical closure, diffusion bonds and other non-
welded closures are considered. Topics such as process
reliability, repairability, safety, filler requirements, and process
specifications (such as weld preheat and number of passes etc.)
should be considered, lt may be possible to quantify this criterion
by standard tests once the closure process is selected.

E2b) External process influences

Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Subjective opinion of external influences
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate tolerance
Score:0.... 1.... 2.... 3 .... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: expected tolerance of external influences

Is the material tolerant of external influences on closure quality,
considering topics such as joint cleanliness, alignment,
temperature variation, material condition, etc.?

E3) Inspectability of closure

Weighting Factor: 5
,,b

E3a) General process considerations
.. Weighting Factor: 3

Parameter: Subjective opinion of inspectability
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate inspectability
Score:0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6 .... 7 .... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: expected inspectability

Does the material leno itselt to inspection o_the final closure,
cons!tiering topics such as possible NDE techniques, grain
structure, typical flaw NDE signals, etc.?
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E3b) Detectability
Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Ratio of (detection limit flaw size)/(design basis flaw

size)
Passing score: 0.5
Passing score: 0.5
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: 2 1 0.5 0.25 0.12 0.1
Units: size ratio

Are design basis flaws in the container closure large enough to
be reliably detected by rapid, remote, NDE techniques? °

E4) Damage tolerance of the fabricated and closed container

Weighting Factor: 5
Parameter: Subjective opinion of damage tolerance
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate damage tolerance
Score:0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: expected tolerance

This evaluates the ability of the fabricated and closed container material
to tolerate routine handling, emplacement, and possible retrieval
activities.

F) Cost

F1 ) As-fabricated container costs

Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: $ per container
Passing score: NA
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: 125+ 100 75 50 25 5-
Units: K$

This measures the expected cost of a fabricated, closed, and inspected
container ready for emplacement. Constant year (1990) dollars.

,&-i

F2) Associated exceptional repository handling costs

Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Relative added cost
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate cost
Score: 0.... i .... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: High Mederate Low None
Units: Relative cost
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This estimates exceptional repository handling costs specific to the
material under consideration relative to other materials. This includes
costs resulting specifically from physical or chemical properties of the
container material. Examples include costs due to careful handling of
brittle materials, special handling of toxic materials, etc.

F3 Strategic availability of raw material

. Weighting Factor: 1
Parameter: Availability
Passing score: NA

" Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: Low Moderate High
Units: Availability

This evaluates assurance of a long term supply of the raw material
needed to fabricate the container.

G) Previous experience with the material

Weighting Factor: 5

G1) Previous relevant engineering experience with the material and closure

Weighting Factor: 3

G la) Variety of applications
Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Variety of applications
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate applications
Score: 0.... 1.... 2 .... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7 .... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: Variety of applications

Glb) Years of experience
Weighting Factor: 1
Parameter: Years in service

• Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate experience
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7 .... 8.... 9.... 10

.. Scale: 0 1 10 100 1000 1OK
Units: Years
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G2) Existing engineering standards for the material and closure

Weighting Factor: 2

G2a) ASTM Standards
Weighting Factor: 1
Parameter: ASTM coverage
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate coverage
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: Extent of ASTM standards

b

This evaluates the extent of consideration given the material (or
equivalent materials) by ASTM standards.

G2b) Other Standards
Weighting Factor: 1
Parameter: Availability of standards
Passing score: Adequate/Inadequate availability
Score: 0.... 1.... 2.... 3.... 4.... 5.... 6.... 7.... 8.... 9.... 10
Scale: None Low Moderate High
Units: Extent of other standards

This evaluates the availability of standards for application of the material,
such as ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code consideration of the
material, or other engineering, construction, or testing standards.
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Appendix B: Materials Evaluation Detailed Scoresheets

Material: CDA 613 '

Cate- Weight Score Point Comments
gory iotal

A 74
A1 6 5 30
A2 6 5 30
A3 2 7 14

•' B 172
B1 8 5 40 Radiolysis effects

. B2 7 5 35 NH3 acceleration
B3a 2 5 10 Insufficient data
B3b 1 9 9
B3c 1 7 7
B3d 2 8 16 Based on ANL data
B3e 2 1 2 Extreme sensitivity to NH3 and nitrites
B3f 1 9 9
B3g 1 9 9
B4 5 7 35 Insufficient data bttt improveo by high copper

C 44
C1 4 2 8 Relatively new alloy
C2 4 3 12
C3 4 3 12 No database to build on
C4 4 3 12

D 30
D1 5 3 15 F-,oblemswith Zr comact
D2 5 3 15 Number of EBS stee_components

E 114
Ela 2 3 6 Needs process development information
Elb 2 5 10
Elc 1 6 6
E2a 3 4 12 Welding difficult
E2b 2 5 10 AI203 formation plus temperature control
E3a 3 6 18

- E3b 2 6 12
E4 5 8 40 Harder than CDA715 & Alloy 825

'I

F 34
F1 2 5 10
F2 2 8 16
F3 1 8 8

G 16
Gla 2 3 6
Glb 1 5 5
G2a 1 3 3
G2b 1 2 2

Total Score -- 484
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Material: CDA 715

Cate- Weight Score Point Comments '
gory Total

A 76
A1 6 5 30
A2 6 5 30
A3 2 8 16 Presence of insoluble iron

B 132

B1 8 3 24 Aggravated by radiolysis ,,
B2 7 3 21
B3a 2 5 10 Insufficient data
B3b 1 9 9
B3c 1 7 7
B3d 2 7 14 Comparable to Alloy 825 in ANL tests
B3e 2 2 4 Radiolysis
B3f 1 9 9
B3g 1 9 9
B4 5 5 25 Ontario Hydro & Texas process water tests

C 56
C1 4 3 12
C2 4 5 20
C3 4 3 12 No database to build on
C4 4 3 12

D 30
D1 5 3 15 Problems with Zr contact
D2 5 3 15 Probably will have d number of steel components

E 138
E_.a 2 8 16
Elb 2 9 18
Elc 1 7 7
E2a 3 6 18
E2b 2 7 14
E3a 3 6 18
E3b 2 6 12
E4 5 7 35

F 31
F1 2 4 8 B&W cost report ,.
F2 2 8 16
F3 1 7 7 High nickel content

G 38
Gla 2 8 16 Marine & coinage
Glb 1 6 6
G2a 1 8 8
G2b 1 8 8

Total Score- 501



Material: 304L

Cate- Weight Score Point Comments
gory Total

A 74
A1 6 5 30
A2 6 5 30
A3 2 7 14 Metastable

B 109
,, B1 8 7 56

B2 7 1 7
B3a 2 7 14

" B3b 1 6 6
B3c 1 2 2
B3d 2 3 6
B3e 2 1 2
B3f 1 8 8
B3g 1 3 3
B4 5 1 5

C 96
C 1 4 8 32 Wealth of data
C2 4 7 28
C3 4 8 32
C4 4 1 4

D 70
D1 5 7 35
D2 5 7 35

E 159
Ela 2 9 18
Elb 2 8 16
Elc 1 9 9
E2a 3 9 27
E2b 2 7 14
E3a 3 8 24
E3b 2 8 16
E4 5 7 35

F 38
,, F1 2 7 14

F2 2 8 16
F3 1 8 8

G 42
Gla 2 9 18
Glb 1 6 6
G2a 1 9 9
G2b 1 9 9

Total Score m 588
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Material: 316L

Cate- Weight Score Point Comments
gory Total

A 72
A1 6 5 30
A2 6 5 30
A3 2 6 12 Metallurgically unstable alloy

B 132
B1 8 7 56 DMS
B2 7 3 21 Tests at LLNL, ANL, & Lit. "
B3a 2 8 16
B3b 1 8 8 Unknown LTS
B3c 1 2 2 DMS
B3d 2 3 6 Lit. data (on threshold for pass/fail)
B3e 2 1 2 Performance Assess. scenarios
B3f 1 8 8
B3g 1 3 3
B4 5 2 10 Lit. data

C 92
C1 4 7 28 Industrial workhorse, esp. Nuclear, extensive modeling
C2 4 6 24 Experience base ...70/80 years
C3 4 8 32 Extensive databases & models
C4 4 2 8 Negative opinion relative to stability & localized corrosion

D 70
D1 5 7 35 Some fuel: high failure rate of s/s, but low probability of occurr
D2 5 7 35 Good compatibility with most engineering mat'ls; contaminate(

will be recommended for liners & shield plugs
E 156
Ela 2 9 18 Substantial database
Elb 2 7 14 Substantial database
EI_ 1 9 9 Substantial database
E2a 3 8 24 Substantial database
E2b 2 8 16 Substantial database
E3a 3 8 24 Substantial database
E3b 2 8 16 Substantial database
E4 5 7 35 Substantial database

F 36
t

F1 2 6 12 B&W cost report
F2 2 8 16
F3 1 8 8 Friendly terms with sources

G 42
Gla 2 9 18
Glb 1 6 6
G2a 1 9 9
G2b 1 9 9

Total Score- 600 (close to failure on a few criteria)



Material: Alloy 825

Cate- Weight Score Point Comments
gory Total

A 76
A1 6 5 30
A2 6 5 30
A3 2 8 16

B 196
• B1 8 8 64

B2 7 5 35
. B3a 2 8 16

B3b 1 9 9
B3c 1 7 7
B3d 2 7 14
B3e 2 6 12
B3f 1 8 8
B3g 1 6 6 Weld filler metal (Alloy 625) may be a problem
B4 5 5 25 Resistant to acid pitting

C 100
C1 4 6 24 Similar methods to 316, but less studied
C2 4 5 20
C3 4 8 32
C4 4 6 24 Generally good acceptance in peer discussions

D 75
D1 5 8 40 Good compatibility
D2 5 7 35

E 140

Ela 2 8 16 I_ phases, good forming
Elb 2 5 10
Elc 1 7 7

E2a 3 6 18 dissin_ilar filler, no
E2b 2 7 14
E3a 3 8 24
E3b 2 8 16
E4 5 7 35

- F 28
F1 2 3 6
F2 2 8 16
F3 1 6 6 Ni, Cr

G 36
Gla 2 8 16 Alloy 800 widely used
Glb 1 5 5
G2a 1 7 7
G2b 1 8 8

Total Score -- 651
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Material" C-4

Cate- Weight Score Point Comments
gory Total

A 74
A1 6 5 30
A2 6 5 30
A3 2 7 14 Metastable, but somewhat better than 316L

B 252
B1 8 9 72 Kure Beach Alloy C long term exposures
B2 7 9 63
B3a 2 9 18
B3b 1 9 9
B3c 1 9 9
B3d 2 7 14 Lack of sufficient data
B3e 2 8 16
B3f 1 8 8
B3g 1 8 8
B4 5 7 35

C 92
C1 4 6 24
C2 4 3 12
C3 4 7 28 No database on which to build
C4 4 7 28

D 80
D1 5 8 40
D2 5 8 40

E 138
Ela 2 7 14
Elb 2 5 10 Lack of sufficient data
Elc 1 7 7
E2a 3 6 18
E2b 2 7 14
E3a 3 8 24
E3b 2 8 16
E4 5 7 35 w

F 24
F1 2 2 4
F2 2 8 16
F3 1 4 4 Alloy content of cobalt & tungsten

G 25
G la 2 5 10 Will draw on C-276 applications
,,_lb I 5 5
G2a 1 5 5
G2b 1 5 5

Total Score -- 685



Material: Titanium - Grade 12

Cate- Weight Score Point Comments
gory Total

A 74
A1 6 5 30
A2 6 5 30

A3 2 7 14 Limited data on long term stability

B 254
B1 8 9 72
B2 7 9 63
B3a 2 9 18

- B3b 1 9 9
B3c 1 9 9
B3d 2 7 14 Lack of sufficient data
B3e 2 8 16

B3f 1 5 5 H2 charging probably difficult - unknown
B3g 1 8 8
B4 5 8 40 One of most MIC - resistant mat'ls

C 92
C1 4 6 24
C2 4 4 16

C3 4 6 24 Small alloy elements can produce big changes
C4 4 7 28 Used in WIPP, SALT & foreign repositories

D 75
D1 5 8 40

D2 5 7 35 Some reported problems with iron scratching

E 134
Ela 2 8 16
Elb 2 4 8
Elc 1 7 7
E2a 3 6 18
E2b 2 5 10
E3a 3 8 24
E3b 2 8 16

E4 5 7 35 Handling with steel tools _ be a problem

F 31
° F1 2 3 6

F2 2 8 16
F3 1 9 9

G 31
Gla 2 5 10
Glb 1 5 5
G2a 1 8 8
G2b 1 8 8

Total Score -- 691
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Selection Criteria Peer Review

The LLNL Nuclear Waste Management Program (NWMP) had responsibility for
the testing, model development, and performance assessment of conceptual designs
of the waste package for the Yucca Mountain Project. One portion of this work was the
selection, modeling and testing of the container material. As the first step in this
material selection, a formal set of selection criteria was established to allow evaluation
of candidate materials against a wide variety of performance, engineering, and
licensing requirements.

A selection criteria draft was prepared and subjected to an independent peer
review. The report of the peer review panel is included in this microfiche. At the time
the peer review report was completed, a voluntary suspension w,_s in effect on quality
assurance level I activities to allow response to changes in QA _'equirementsand QA
program audit findings. During the work suspension a new waste package program
plan was prepared, which altered the schedule and initial application of the selection
criteria. The criteria thus became "Preliminary Selection Criteria" and were altered in
response to the peer review recommendations. During this delay, the peer review
group was disbanded. Thus there was no final comment by the peer review group on
the responses made to their recommendations. The preliminary selection criteria are
scheduled to be reviewed and updated during the Advanced Conceptual Design
phase of the program.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As directed by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the Department of Energy's Yucca

Mountain Project is evaluating a site at Yucca Mountain in Nevada for construction of a

geologic repository for the storage of high-level nuclear waste. The Nuclear Waste

. Management Project (NWMP) at Lav, a-ence Livemaore National Laboratoiay (LLNL) has

been assigned responsibility for designing, testing, and analyzing the peffomlance of tile

• waste packages to be stored in tile repository at Yucca Mountain. Several waste package

concepts will be explored in the Metal Barrier Selection and Testing (MBST) and Alternate

Barrier Selection and Testing (ABST) Tasks. The metal barrier concept includes a scaled

metal container that separates the nuclear waste from the geologic environment. An

important decision in the MBST is the selection of a metal for the Advanced Concel)tual

Design (ACD) phase of the Program. This decision begins the iterative process of

assessing the feasibility of the metal barrier concept.

A two-step container material selection process is planned. First, selection criteria will be

established. Second, these criteria will be used to rank candidate container materials and

choose one material for ACD. Because the service pe.rfomaance of the metal barrier is an

important repository licensing consideration, both steps in the container material selection

process will be peer reviewed in accordance with the requirements of the NWMP Quality

Assurance Program Plan (QAPP) as described in LLNL document 033-NWMP-P 2.2, and

P 2.5, dated November 19, 1987. As defined in the QAPP, these peer reviews are

intended to provide a basis for the development of a broad base of acceptance for, and

confidence in, the initial container material selection decision formulated by the NWMP by

completing a serious technical critique of both steps in the metal barrier material selection

prt_ess. The Peer Review Panel is responsible for evaluating and reporting on the validity

of assumptions and extrapolations, the apt_ropriate_css and limilali{m.s of lhc _nclh_)dolt,gy

and acceptance crimi-ia employed, the adequacy of work performed or l_lanned, and ll|e

• suI)ponability of the ccmcl usions drawn.

This document is the report of tl_e Metal Barrier Sclccti(m Criteria Pc,.'r Review l'ancl and

presents the Panel's cc)nsensus c()i-l][l]c.r]ts ()[] lhc. Scptcmt)er 15, 19F,8 draft of lhc

-_ "Sclcctinn C1itcria for tl|c Yucca Mountain l'rojcct Waste l'acka,,..,.e ('()n_ai)_cr Matcri:tl"

prelxucd by William (;. I t:tlscy ()f I.I.NI .. A c_>py of lilt dr;tfl d()<'unx'nl lll:tl was r,'vi_ wed

_ t>y the l>tincl c:u_ l>cf(mnd i_l Appcn(tix A.



2. METIIODOLOGY

2.1 MEMBERSHIP OF THE PEER REVIEW PANEL

The members of the Metal Barrier Selection Criteria Peer Review Panel are listcxt below:

Name Affiliation

Dr. Robin Jones (Chairman) Electric Power Research Institute (EPI,_I)

Dr. Gcoffrey I_:.gan Aptech Engineering

Dr. Martin I:'ragcr Materials Properties Council

Dr. Robert Long GPU Nuclear

Dr. Richard Gangloff University of Virginia

Dr. Roger Staehle Consultant / University of Minnesota

These panel mexnbers collectively possess the full range of technical expertise necessary to

fulfill the peer review function, and their backgrounds provide a number of different, and

pertinent, viewpoints:

Areas of Expertise Viewpoints

Material degradation processes Academic R&D community

thedictive rnc_lelling Industrial R&D community

Fabrication and joining technology Nuclear utility management

C.omponent perfomaance assessment Independent consullanls

f:ai ltlIe aria lysis Rcgul,iIol T

N uclcar cn ginccri n,,:_pracliccs l.icensin ft._

A more dclailcd dcscripti(m of lhc qualifica{ic_.ns of lhc Pctr t,".cvicw Panel can i×: timnd in

Appendix B. l,i,_s of puhlicalions for cact_ mcml_r of the Panel are available in the QA

p:wk:_ge for finis report.
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2.2 PEER REVIEW PROCEDURE

Following completion of tile panel selection process, a draft of the Selection Criteria

document and copies of the following background material were sent to each Panel Memlx_r

for their independent

review:

II

Progress Rcpo_l on the Results of Testing .... UCID-21()44

Annotated Itisto_-y of Candidate Materials Selection - I)raft Cop.,,,

Scientific Investigation Plan for Metal Barriers - Draft Copy

Retcrence Waste Package Environment Report, UCRL-53726

Overview of the Degradation Mode Su_'eys - Draft Copy
6

Quality Assurance Procedures 2.2, 2.5

NRC Position Paper on Peer Review.

These seven documents were selected for distribution by the Panel Chaimaan based on his

review of a much more extensive collection of background material that was compiled for

him by LLNL tezhnic,'fl staff.

Two meetings of naemtyers of the Peer Review Panel were held -- at H_,NL on September

15 and 16 (Dis. Jones, I:.gan, Gangloff, Prager, and Staehle participated) and at ISPRI on

September 23 (Drs. Jones and Long participated). At l:_th meetings, menal.rs of the

LLNL technical staff provided briefings on significant aspects of the background material

and answered qucslitms raiscd by lhc Panel Mcmt)crs based on tllcir indcpcn(tcnt review. A

• detailed, page-by-pa,,e.__, review of the draft ()1 the Selection Criteria (](K'tllllCllt \I,':IS then

performed by the p:mcl mcmbcrs. The consensus results of this pagc-1)y-p:_,,_.c review arc
I

summarizc, t in Appendix C. To facilitate completion of the peer review pr(wcss, Appendix

. (2 is formzttlct] t() all(_w l_(_tl_aircsp_ ,fist t)y the I.I.NI_, technical staff t() c.tch c()mn_cill and a

c]osmc C()IIlIIICIII t)y tilt: l';_ncl.

.,..



In addition to providing detailed comments on the draft criteria documcnt, as described in

the Peer Review Procedure of tim Quality Assurance Program Plan for the Nevada Nuclear

Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI), the author of the criteria informally asked the

Panel to consider the following four questions:

• ts this type of comparison a reasonable thing to attempt?

• Are tile cqitcria topics and parameters reasonable?

• ttas anything important been forgotten?

• Are the weighting factors and quantitative scalcs reamnable?

Our responses to these questions are presented in Section 3 of this report. Section 4

contains our conclusions and recommendations. The general issues raised in Sections 3

and 4 should be addressed by the LI..NL staff as they revise the Selection Criteria

document.



3. GENERAI_ COMMENTS

This section provides tim I anel s rcsponscs to tt_e four general questions listed in the

previous section.

3.1 VAI_.II)I'I'Y OF AI"PI_OAClt

I

A quantitativc_ comparison of the type lm)poscd is possible and has bccn used successfully

in the past to objcctively selc_:t the tk's[ matcl-ial l n:_1na list of candidates. I tow,cvcr, in

assessment process described in the draft criteria, the evaluations of different auri/mtcs

could be performed completely independently. I tcnce, important interactions between

attributes could easily be overlooked. Eor example, pitting and general con-osion could

each be found to be acceptable when evaluated separately but the combination of pitting

general corrosion, which would not nomlally be evaluated al ali in this approach,

could be unacceptable.

The criteria as written reflect a number of significant preconceptions concerning the

container design and site characteristics that arc not supported by available information.

For example, ii is assumed that the container will be closed by welding, that temperatures

above 95°C will result in a more benign service environment than temperatures below the

boiling point, and that the external environment will be more aggressive towards tim

container than lhe internal environment. The validity of these and several other similar

assumptions is far from certain (mainly |yacause of the lack of finn site data) and reflecting

them in the slelection pr(x:ess could improperly bias the outcome. For example, an

excessive flxzus on ltle external environlllCill could mean fll:u some potentially life-limiting

phcn()mcna (._uch :is iis_i(m--pi_)du¢i.. indicted c]aCl.zin,,:, tionl IJlc in._idc) ,,v(mh] not Ix.-

considered. (i_l_angcs I]lat ai-c ain_cd iii lllakiiIK tilt docIllilCIIl less (Ici)cii(tent ul)oll

o_.... ( C.1 unsuptx)ncd preconceptions arc su_.>cstc t in Appendix l towevcr, ii stu_uld bc

recognized ltlat the selccti<m criteria canm)t t_" ilm_tc cox1_plctcly indct_'iI(tci_ _)t dcsi.an and

service cnvir(m_ncnt c(msidcrations and still icn_ai_l u._cful. In facl, tilt quality of t11c

criteria c,.mld be ,Kteally imlm_VCd if detailed inR)rmation about the container dcxitm and

service envin>n_ncnl were availal>lc. In til(.'al)scn(.'c of st_cl_(tara, it will I__"ncccs.,;ary 1(3



nmkc some simplific, d design and environment assumptions. These assumptions should lm

explicitly stated in the selection criteria document and revised as application-specific

il_tommtion becornes available. The estat)lishlnent of an event tree or a sextuence analysis

lc)t all potential degradation mechanisms would aid in this revision prCmcss.

3.2 A'I+IRII_UTI:.S ANl) I_ARAMI_'I'I:.t".S

"lhc selection of the matcrial properties (attributes) to be considered and the definition of |

t_c:t>:ur-c.,;t_ characterize ttlose attributes (parameters) are the keys to a meaningful

c\'::ltlztticm. "l'hc draft dot'unmnI represents a g(:u.×tfirst cut in ttlis rcgmd, lh)vecvci, tt_e

at_cncc (_l detailed design and cnvironlnental data is a significant handicap, as already

discussed. Moreover, a number of well-chosen attributes currently are characterized by

pzualnctcrs that, while certainly quantifiable, are not related in any direct way to container

._crvice performance. To the extent possible, these shoukt be replaced by more service-

relevant parameters: suggestions are detailed in Appendix C.

Currently, several attributes are defined in subjective, qualitative terms (e.g."relative

metallurgical phase stability"). Although the inclusion of some qualitative parameters

probably is unavoidable, it must be recognized that one person's "good" is another

person's "fair" or even "poor". Consequently, it is not possible to define a meaningful and

defensible passing score for qualitative parameters. Passing scores should be restricted to

,hose parameters that can be quantified.

3.3 OMISSIONS

'tl_t. l":tncl iclcntificd a few attrilmte._ m_t now includcd in the criteria that they felt should 1×:

;t<1,t_'(t-- tllc+;c arc r_c_tc_tin Api×-ndix (_.. In addition, lhc diaft document completely i?m-_r-cs
oi

tt+c fact th:_t m_+staspects of m:ttcrial pct-fc+rrnancc _trc probal+ilistic rather than deterministic

irl tlzttu+c itrl(] therefore can lm characterized properly only in statisticatl tcrn]s, l;or examl+Ic, 1

tt+,,' \,told .,,tIctlgth {If a tll:ttcrial is a st:tti.';tical l+r_+pcrty and at least two nut+lt+ors (e.g., a

:+lwcili,'<l value and tltc c<+nti(lcncc level ass(>ci:ttcd with that value) arc rlcedcd to

c]_:_ractctjzc it. "l'l_cse statistical _ti,'+trit)t+lions vary greatly for rillferc+ii material lm>petites

,_rl,t, lt_r any 1_ivcn pr_-_j_'_ty, can (tiff or widely t×:twecn materials and also l+_'twccn tlcitts of
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a single material. The passing scores specified for ali the quantifiable parameters in the

document should include a required confidence level, m_d both the passing scores and the

confidence levels should be defensible in terms of engineered barrier performance

rcquircn_ents. "l'tlis will enhance any probabilistic risk analysis that is to bc peffomled for

• tile project as a whole.

,t

3.4 \VI{IGI tTING FACI'ORS ANl) QUANTrI'ATIVI ] SCAI_ES

The Panel disagreed with some of the weighting factors uscd in the draft document.

Suggestions li)r changes, which generally increase the relative importance of peffonnance-

related attributes, are made in Appendix C. An important deficiency of the draft documerlt

is the absence of any explanation of the bases for the various passing scores and

quantitative scales. An appendix should be added that justifies all quantitative scores and

scales, if possible, in terms of container performance requirements. These justifications

undoubtedly will be scrutinized closely during tile repository licensing process and

therefore, should be consistent with the requirements of the codes and standards that

currently define the consensus view of what constitutes good, conservative engineering

practice (e.g., safety margins should be the same as those specified for nuclear construction

in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code). This appendix will indicate the extent to

which design and materials selection tasks are integrated.

--.

/



4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENI}ATIONS

1. The Panel's consensus is that tile draft selection criteria dt_umcnt, which wc reviewed,

represents a good first cut at a difficult, but not impossible, task. Wc i×:lievc that the

dntft document can be improved by incorpontting tile revisions suggested in Section 3

and Apwndix C.

2. Further improvement of tile sclecticm criteria would be possible if site ch:.lractcrization

data, additional conceptual design data, and well-defined t}crforllmncc requirements

wcrc av,iilablc. Such infomaation would permit idcntificati{m of a more alqm)priatc set

of attributes and parameters than is possible uxtay.

3. Selection of a single material for Advanced Conceptual l)csign (ACI)) may not Ix:

practical next year due to lack of the material property data required to apt}ly the

criteria. Therefore, to assure that a viable fall-back position is always available, at

least two materials from different alloy classes should be carried forward into ACD.

4. The selection criteria should be up-dated as file additional information identified in Item

2 above becomes available during ACD. Periodically, these modified criteria should

be applied to assess file suitability of the remaining candidate material(s) for tile metal

b_er application.

5. The Panel urges that every effort possible should be made to facilitate completion of

the exploratory shaft to permit documentation of the actual environment and the

initiation of in-situ tests. In addition, the Panel feels that an aggressive latx}ratory

experimental pro..,-,_ramis required to obtain the data necessary for a successful license

applica_tit)n, lt is inlpclativc tllat t×_th l:_l}oratory and in-sittl tc'sting l_,p.in as s(_)n as

possible in oMcr tc}permit l{mp.-tcrm tests and to identify any unexpected dcgradati{m

l}roccssc.";.

6. "l'hc l'ancl t×'licvcs lllat Ill{}l'C :lllcnli{}I] stl{}tll{t t}c directed l{}w;.tr{ts tilt dcfilliti{}n {}t

container intcrnal cn\'ir{}llmcnts tl_:!t may {wcur due to rclca.,,c of v{}lalilcs t-r{}lllfailed

fu{'l rt}{ls. "l'tlc:;c cnvii{}ntll{_'nl,,;stl{}tll{t1_:illcludctt in til{.:A('I) teSI Ill:Ill ix.
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Appendix A

Selection Criteria Evaluated by tile Peer Review Panel

1la
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CONTAINER MATERIAL SET,ECTION CRTTERIA

The Department of Energy's Yucca Mountain Project is evaluating a site
at Yucca Mountain in Nevada for construction of a geologic repository for

the storage of high-level nuclear waste. I_nwrence Livermore National

Labo,_-atory's (LLNL) Nuclear Waste Management Project (NWMP) has the

responsibility for design, testing, and performance analysis of the waste

packages. An important decision in this design is the selection of tlle
material for the waste containers. The container material is r<,ierr<.d to

as tile "metal barrier' portion of the waste package, and is the

. responsibility of the Metal Barrier Selection and Testing Task at LLN]_.
The selection will be done in two steps. First, material-independent

selection criteria and quantitative weighting factors will be

- established. Second, specific candidate materia]s wj]] be ranked against

these criteria to determine a) whether they meet tlle mandated p<:Fform_nce

requirements, and b) to provide a comparative ::;core to choo:_e rh<. m:_t_.ria]
for advanced design activities. ']'llisdocument sets iortll tlle contdJl1<.r
material selection criteria.

Relevant background information to set the stage let the selection

criteria includes: the performance requirements of the container, possible

container designs, and potential service conditions for the container.

Performance requirements for waste packages in the repository are

provided in NRC regulation 10CFR60 [i] as "substantially complete

containment" for a period of time yet to be determined, but between 300

and I000 years, and a "controlled release period" of up to ]0,000 years.

The performance goal for the metal barrier is specified by the DOE in the
NNWSI Site Characterization Plan [2] as a maximum fractional container

failure rate for different time periods after repository closure. While

it is expected that most of the containers will not be exposed to liquid

water, provision is made for both "wet" and "dry" containers. These

performance goals have changed in detail as the interpretation of

substantially complete containment has been refined. The allowed

container failure rates range from a low of 0.0001/year for dry containers

in the first ]00 years, to 0.01/year after i0,000 years. If the

repository accepts a total of 35,000 containers, this results in from 3.5
to 350 container failures per year. In addition, the container must be

compatible with the waste forms, not compromise performance of other

repository components, and must provide for transportation, handling,

retrievabi]it]', and unique .identi _ lent ion.

While the container design is not y_._t l inal, _i ty})]c_l coIic,_l)tu<_l

design is a c]osed meta] cy]jnd,_r about 65 cm Jn diameter and 300 - 500 cm
- long with wails about one cent]m<,ter thick. Tlle container body m]gl,t b,:

made from ro]]c,d al_d w,.]ded l)]ato, or it m igI_t be cleat or <:xt_ud,_d. ']'I_<.

top and bottom might be 1orged and wo]dc, d. A]] j()Jnt:; ,:.x(:(:'l,ttl_e lJi_,:_]
closure can b<_ readily ann<.a]ed to relieve :_tre:;s. ']'l_el ina] c]o::_u1<. I_.:_:;

been identified as a feature thclt could l)otontia]]y limit ]ong-tr'_m

container p<:rlorm,_nce and :;l_ou]d r<,ceiv_ :.;p<,cia] ,:_tt(,_t:ion.

' Draft - has not been programmatically approved.
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The waste package will be placed in a mined geologic environment which
is below the Nevada desert and well above the water table in a stratum of

welded, devitrified, tuff rock. This location results in a relatively dry

condition without hydrostatic or significant lithostatic loads. Thus, the
stresses in service are limited to the residual stresses in the closure

weld and the static load from the weight of the container and waste.

Additional transient and impact loads will occur during transportation,

handling, and possible retrieval. The container must be able to survive a

small drop or handling impact without loss of integrity.

The container will undergo a very long-term but low temperature

thermal cycle which may allow metallurgical changes in the material.

Decay heat from the spent fuel will raise the temperature of the container
surface to as much as 250 C after the repository is closed. Over a period

of hundreds of years, the temperature will slowly drop as the waste

decays. Some containers may still be over I00 C after 1,000 years, while

others may cool more rapidly. The effect of this long-term thermal aging
on the weld metal and heat affected zone of the closure weld is of

particular interest.

The corrosion environment will also change with time. When the

containers are hot, there can be no liquid water contact. The environment
then will be a warm air-steam environment conducive to oxidation. When

the temperature drops below the boiling point, the low water infiltration
rate at Yucca Mountain is expected to limit exposure to water.

Condensation is unlikely because the container surface will be the hottest

surface in the repository airspace. However, it is considered possible

that dripping, or even flow of water onto some of the containers may
occur. This would bring about an aqueous phase environment conducive to

dissolution, pitting and crevice corrosion, and environmentally assisted

cracking. The groundwater associated with the repository site is near

neutral in pH, oxygenated, and fairly low in ionic content. Mechanisms

have been proposed by which the solutes in the groundwater could become
concentrated and result in a somewhat more aggressive environment.

The gamma radiation from the waste decay will produce radiolytic

alterations in the local environment in the early time period. This will

include generation of nitrogen oxides or nitric acid and possibly ozone

from irradiation of moist air and hydrogen peroxide from irradiation of

liquid water. Radiolytic effects will be smaller in the later [fears when

the temperatures have dropped below boiling because of the ass)ciated
decrease in the radiation dose rate.

It can be seen that a variety of service conditions, some expected or

nominal, and some potential or off-nominal, may be encountered by the
container mater_a]. The selection criteria for the container material

will be discussed taking account of the performance requirements,

conceptual design, and service conditions discussed above.

Draft - has not been programmatically approved.
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The criteria fall into two general categories: those related to the

performance of the container material in the repository, and those

non-performance-related topics dealing with cost and practicability of

fabricating a container from the material. Within these categories the

criteria are divided into seven topical areas and given relative weighting
factors -

Weiqhtinq Factor MATERIAL PERFORMANCE

I0 A) Mechanical performance

30 B) Chemical performance

15 C) Predictability of performance

" I0 D) Compatibility with other materials

FABRICABILITY, COST, AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

• 15 E) Fabricabi] ity
i0 F) Cost

i0 G) Previous experience with the material

Within each of the seven topical areas there are several specific

sub-topics, each of which receives a share of the topic area weighting.

At this level the criteria are material-independent and are equally

applicable to any candidate container material. It should be noted that

each of the performance criteria must be considered for a variety of

combinations of material conditions and environments (including

irradiation). The "worst-case" combination for each material and
criterion is the one used for evaluation. The combinations of conditions

and environments are the following"

Base material/Closure material

As fabricated/Aged

Nominal environment/Potential environment

Note also that many of the criteria are interrelated and may overlap in

some areas. The material-independent selection criteria topic areas,

sub-topics, and weighting factors are shown on the next page"

_' Draft - has not been programmatica]ly approved.
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Mater_al Independent Selection Criteria

Weighting PART A: MATERIAL PERFORMANCE
Factor

Will the material meet the performance allocated to the

container in achieving the containment objectives

(substantially complete containment under anticipated

processes and events occurring in the repository)? Can the

performance of the material under repository conditions be

adequately predicted? Will the container material interact

favorably with other components?

i0 A) Mechanical performance

3 I) Strength

4 2 ) Toughness

3 3) Phase stability

30 B) Chemical performance

8 I) Resistance to general corrosion (oxidation, aqueous

corrosion) .

i0 2) Resistance to pitting, crevice, or other localized

attack)

I0 3) Resistance to environmentally accelerated cracking

(stress corrosion cracking and H embrittlement).

2 4) Resistance to microbiologically influenced corrosion

15 C) Predictability of performance

5 i) Existence of models to explain and predict

degradation phenomena and models to extrapolate

existing performance data to repository time scales

and conditions, or ability to develop such models.

5 2) Existence of long-term performance data.

5 3) Other predictability issues

i0 D) Compatibility with other materials

5 i) Interactions with waste form.

5 2) Interactions with the package environment and
borehole liner.

Part B: FABRICABILITYL COST, AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Can a container be made of this material? Is it practicable?

15 E) Fabricability

5 i) Fabricaiility of container body.

5 2) Weldability of container
t

5 3) Inspectability of closure.

I0 F) Cost

5 ]) As-fabricated container costs.

5 2) Associated exceptional repository handling costs.

i0 G) Previous experience with the material

4 i) Previous engineering experience with the material

2 2) Available data base on the material

4 3) Existing engineering standards for the material.

Draft - has not been programmatically approved.
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At the next level of detail, the criteria are described by scalable

parameters that can be quantified. This quantification may be either

objective (such as relating a physical parameter to a score) or subjective

(by professional judgement). In some cases a topic is described by only
one parameter, for example Al) Strength is described by the parameter

"yield strength" :

A) Mechanical Performance

A1 ) Strength

Weighting Factor: 3

Parameter: Yield strength

In other cases several parameters may be used to describe a topic, for

example Bl_] General corrosion is divided into oxidation and aqueous
• corros ion -

B) Chemical performance

Bl) Resistance to general corrosion (oxidation, aqueous

corrosion) .

Weighting Factor: 8

Bla) Oxidation

Weighting Factor: 4

Parameter: Time average oxidation rate

(micrometers/year)

Blb) Aqueous corrosion.

Weighting Factor" 4
Parameter: Time average dissolution rate

(mi cromete rs/ye a r )

While the criterion topic is material-independent, the scalable

parameters, which describe the criteria, will vary with the material being

evaluated, particularly in the performance topics. This is true because

different materials have different properties and different

susceptibilities to degradation. An example of this is found under the
topic of localized corrosion, where one parameter is the likelihood that

the repository environment contains an ionic species that is known to

promote pitting attack in a concentration sufficient to cause a

performance problem. Different types of metal are pitted by dif :t

ionic species. Therefore, the parameter would vary for different

materials, but the intent of the criterion is the same, that is, to

• evaluate the degree to which pitting attack is a performance-limiting

problem.

" It should be noted that these selection criteria endeavor to condense

a complicated set of interrelated phenomena and conditions into a

sufficiently simple set of parameters to allow objective comparison of
different materials. It ]s not intended to discuss in this document all

of the details which must be considered during the selection, lt is

:{ intended to provide the topic areas and quantitative Iramework for the

selection. Detailed discussions of the degradation and performance top]<::;

: can be found Jn the Degradation Mode Surveys [3], the Site

' Characterization Plan [2], and other program documents [4].

Draft - has not been programmatically approved.



It is intended to have a two-part selection process. The first part

is a "Pass/Fail" (P/F) to determine whether each candidate meets the

minimum performance goals for the waste package, and whether it is a

practicable material to use in this application. The second part is a

"Quantitative Score" (QS) to determine a numerical value for each

candidate, allowing the relative merit of each to be compared in order to

select the "best" candidate. To support these goals, each parameter

should be related to a numerical scale and a passing score determined.

With all of this included, the parameter example used before for oxidation
looks like this:

Bla) Oxidation

Weighting Factor: 4 °

Parameter: Time average oxidation rate (micrometers/year)

Passing score: 1.0 micrometer/year maximum
Score: 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... I0

Scale: i00. I0.0 1.0 0.1 0.01

Units: micrometers/year

In presenting the criteria, additional commentary is often needed to

explain the parameter or scale. In the example above, comments add that

the averaged oxidation rate is for the expected temperature and gas phase

environment as a function of time during the containment period. Thus,

the oxidation rate in the early years, when the container is hottest and

the radiation field is highest, might exceed one micrometer/year, but the

maximum oxidation expected over a 1000-year containment period would be

I000 micrometers. This one parameter then involves the effects of time,

temperature, radiation, chemical environment, and material condition. As

stated earlier, the performance criteria should be judged for the
worst-case combination of:

Base material/Closure material

As fabricated/Aged

Nominal environment/Potential environment

While it would seem consistent to have both a passing score and a

quantitative scale for each criterion, in some cases it is appropriate to

eliminate one or the other. Some topics do not really have a "passing

score" below which the material is not usable. In these cases, only the

quantitative score is established and the passing score is marked "NA" for

"not applicable". An example of this is Previous experience. There is

really no minimum experience required, but a material with many
established applications and standards should be easier to license than

one without. In other cases, there is a minimum requirement, but having

more than that requirement does not really add to the usefulness of the

material. An example of this is StF=en_th. The container must be strong
enough to handle all anticipated loads with a reasonable safety factor,

but beyond that, great strength does little good. In these cases, the

quantitative scale is omitted with an entry of NA.

Draft - has not been programmatically approved.
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It should be noted that the topic areas were selected to answer the

questions of required performance and practicability and are

material-independent. The candidate materials have received considerable
thought and examination prior to being included in the candidate llst.

Therefore, it should be expected that most of the candidates will pass all

of the minimum score tests, and will compete favorably on the quantitative

scoce. Indeed, some criteria or entire topic areas may yield no
diflerentiation between the candidates. These criteria are still included

in Llle process to document that the candidates meet performance or

practicability requirements.

. In the following pages are presented the selection criteria with

weighting factors, parameters, minimum scores, quantitative scales, and

explanatory comments.
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_ILR__T_ERS, WEIGHTING F_ACTORS, AND PASSING SCORES
FOR CA_NDIDATE METAL ALLOYS

A) Mechanical Performance

Weighting Factor: I0

Al) Strength

Weighting Factor: 3
Parameter: Yield strength

Passing Score: i0 ksi minimum

Score: Pass (5) / Fail (0)
Scale: NA

This assures adequate strength for static and handling loads. Note

that this criterion must still be met after the long term aging of the

material.

A2 ) Toughness

Weighting Factor" 4

Parameter" Plane-strain ligature toughness (Klc)

Passing Sco 5) _si{i_)Score: Passr_)
Scale: NA

Fracture toughness inferred from stress intensity factor

for fracture Klc. Note that this criterion must be met by

the final closure weld and heat affected zone after a long

term aging cycle.

A3) Phase stability

Weighting Factor" 3
Parameter" Relative metallurgical phase stability

Passing Score" "Fair"
Score" 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale" Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excell.

Units: relative phase stability

Relative metallurgical stability of base meta] and final closure

weld and heat affected :<one during long term (]000 years) aging

at moderate temperatures (up to 250C).

" Draft - has not been programmatically approved.



B) Chemical performance

Weighting Factor: 30

Bl) Resistance to general corrosion (oxidation, aqueous corrosion).

Weighting Factor: 8

Bla) Oxidation

Weighting Factor: 4

- Parameter: Time average oxidation rate (micrometers/year)

Passing score: 1.0 micrometer/year maximum
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale : i00. I0.0 I. 0 0.1 0.01

Units : micrometers/year

This is the average oxidation rate for the expected time,

temperature, and environment for the containment period. The

passing score then allows for up to 1 millimeter of wastage from

oxidation in I000 years.

Blb) Aqueous corrosion.

Weighting Factor: 4

Parameter: Time average dissolution rate (micrometers/year)

Pass ing score: 1.0 micrometer/year maximum
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale : I00. i0.0 i. 0 O. 1 0.01

Units : micrometers/year

This is the average aqueous corrosion rate for the expected

time, temperature, and environment for the containment period.

The passing score then allows for up to 1 millimeter of wastage

from aqueous corrosion in I000 years.

J Draft - has not been programmatically approved.
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B2) Resistance to pittinge crevice, or other localized attack.

Weighting factor: i0

B2a) Critical potential for pitting

Weighting Factor: 5

Parameter: E(critical) - E(corrosion)

Passing score: I00 millivolts minimum difference
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... I0

Scale: 0 i00 200 300 400 500

Units: difference (mV)

The difference between the critical potential for pit initiation

and the free corrosion potential under the expected metallurgical -

(including the aged material) and environmental conditions.

B2b) Threshold ionic concentrations for pitting/crevice attack
(for example: chloride)

Weighting Factor: 5

Parameter: Likelihood of concentrations causing attack.

Passing score: Moderate
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale: High Moderate Low None

Units: Subjective likelihood

The relative probability that chemical species in the

environment which are known to cause or enhance pitting or
crevice attack will occur in concentrations sufficient to

propagate a pit or crevice through the container wall. This

includes consideration of topics such as nominal ionic

concentrations expected, possible concentrating effects, thermal

conditions, and quantity of water present, all as functions of
time.

•"- Draft - ]]as not been programmatically approved.



B3) Resistance to environmentally accelerated cracking EAC (stress

corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement).

Weighting factor: I0

B3a) Threshold stress intensity for corrosion cracking

Weighting Factor: 2

Parameter: Kl/Klscc

Passing score: 0.8 critical intensity stress for SCC
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

• Scale" i. 0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0

Units" stress intensity/critical stress intensity

w

This is the ratio of expected stress intensity K_! (due to

residual stresses, applied stresses, and internal flaws), to the

critical stress intensity K]scc for SCC under expected

metallurgical (including the aged material), physical, and
environmental conditions.

B3b) Degree of sensitization (austenitic alloys/SCC)

Weighting Factor" 2
Parameter: EPR ratio

Passing score: 5% maximum
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale- i00 I0 1 0.i

Units- EPR ratio %

Electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation (EPR) test.

The worst case is likely to be the final closure weld and

heat affected zone after long term aging.

B3c) Threshold potential (austenitic alloys/TGSCC)

Weighting Factor" 2

Parameter" E(critical) - E(corrosion)

Passing score" i00 millivolts minimum difference
Score" 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale" 0 100 200 300 400 500

Units" millivolts

" The difference between the critical potential for TGSCC and the

free corrosion potential under the expected metallurgical and
environmental conditions.

f
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B3d) Likelihood of sufficient concentration of ionic species for

corrosion cracking (for example: chloride for austenitic

alloys, ammonia or nitrite for copper alloys)

Weighting Factor: 2 .

Parameter: Likelihood of EAC ion concentrations occurring.
Passing score: Moderate
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale : High Moderate Low None

Units- Subjective likelihood

The relative probability that chemical species in the
environment which are known to cause or enhance EAC will occur in

concentrations sufficient to propagate a crack through the

container wall. This includes consideration of topics such as

nominal ionic concentrations expected, possible concentrating

effects, thermal conditions, and quantity of water present, ali
as functions of time.

B3e) Likelihood of sufficient hydrogen concentration to cause
embrittlement

Weighting Factor" 1

Parameter- Likelihood of embrittling H concentrations.

Passing score: Moderate
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale : High Moderate Low None

Units: Subjective likelihood

The relative probability that the hydrogen concentration in the

environment will cause sufficient H uptake to cause

embrittlement. This includes consideration of topics such as

sources and sinks for hydrogen, radiation fields, and the
material condition.

B3f) Hydrogen sensitive phases (for example: martensite or

sensitized material for austenitic alloys, oxide inclusions

for copper alloys)

Weighting Factor" 1
Parameter- Phase fraction

Passing score" 0.01 maximum
Score" 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... ]0

Scale: ].0 0.I 0.0] 0.001 0.0001 0 "

Units: fraction

Fraction of material composed of phases susceptible to i_ydrogen

cracking, particularly after aging in the final closure weld and
heat affected zone.
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B4) Resistance to microbiologically influenced corrosion

Weighting Factor: 2

Parameter: Likelihood of microbiologically influenced corrosion)
Passing score: Moderate

Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... I0

Scale : High Moderate Low None

Units: Subjective likelihood

The relative probability that microbiologically influenced

corrosion of the material will occur in the repository
environment at a rate sufficient to cause container failure.

C) Predictability of performance

Weighting Factor: 15

CI) Existence of models to explain and predict degradation phenomena,

and models to extrapolate existing performance data to repository
time scales and conditions, or ability to develop such models.

Weighting Factor: 5

Parameter: Subjective opinion of "Modelability"

Passing score: NA
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... 10

Sca i e : Low Medium High

Units : Modelability

Estimate of the likelihood that the degradation phenomena can be

modeled sufficiently to allow performance prediction.

C2) Existence of long-term performance data.

Weighting Factor: 5

Parameter: Literature review finding

Passing score: NA
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... ]0

Sca le : None Moderate Extensive

Units: relative data availability

Long term data include results from years or decades of exposure

to known environments from which extrapolation to longer timos js

- possible if models of the degradation modes exist. Data on

materials other than the candidates may be useful if the

degradation mode phenomeno]ogy is similar enough to be described

" by the same mode].

, Draft - has not been programmatically approved.
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C3) Other performance predictability issues.

Weighting Factor: 5

Parameter: Relative licensability
Pass ing score: NA

Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... 10

Scale : Low Moderate High

Units: relative licensability

Expected ease or difficulty in demonstrating sufficient

performance predictability to allow licensing. This is a

subjective combination of topics such as: model development and

validation, data availability and validation, prior licensing
experience and practice, etc.

D) Compatibility with other materia]s

Weighting Factor- i0

DI) Interactions with waste form.

Weighting Factor: 5

Parameter- Subjective opinion of "Compatibility"

Passing score" "Fair"
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... 10

Scale- Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excel lent

Units: relative compatibility

Whether the material is likely to interact with the waste forms

(spent fuel, cladding, glass waste form, glass pour canister,

etc.) in any way which will compromise performance of the waste

package. Examples might included: galvanic coupling, formation

of aggressive chemical species, interdiffusion effects, etc.

D2) Interactions with the package environment and borehole liner.

Weighting Factor" 5

Parameter- Subjective opinion of "Compatibility"

Passing score- "Fair"
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale- Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excellent

Units- relative compatib_ ] ity

Whether the material is likely to interact with any features in

the nearby emplacement environment (borehole liner, seals, grout,

rock, rockbo]ts, skids, lubricant _-,_,etc.) i_ any way that wj]]

compromime performance ol the waste package or other repository

component. Examples migIlt include" galvanic coupling, formation

of aqgress]ve chemic;ii :;i)oc]o,- _nterd_ffus]on effects, etc. ---J f .
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E) Fabricability

Weighting Factor: 15

El) Fabricability of container body.

Weighting Factor: 5

Ela) General formability

Weighting Factor: 2

Parameter: Subjective opinion of formability

Passing score: "Fair"
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale- Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excell.

. Units: relative formability

Availability of processes to form container components from

the material considering properties such as ductility,

microstructure, weldability, etc.

Elb) Product quality

Weighting Factor" 2

Parameter- Subjective opinion of quality

Passing score- "Fair"
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .....I0

Scale- Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excell.

Units- relative quality

Ability to produce reproducible properties such as,

composition, microstructure, residual stress, surface

finish, etc.

Elc) Inspectability

Weighting Factor" 1

Parameter- Subjective opinion of inspectability

Passing score- "Fair"
Score- 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale- Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excell.

Units: relative inspectabi]ity

Ability to inspect the fabricated material and document

properties such as those discussed in E]b.

Q
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E2) Weldability of container.

Weighting Factor: 5

E2a) General process considerations

Weighting Factor: 3
Parameter: Subjective opinion of weld process

Passing score: "Fair"
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale : Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excell.

Units: relative process quality

Is the material conducive to a high quality final closure

in a remote operation, considering topics such as filler

requirements, number of passes, repairability, process

reliability and safety, etc. It may be possible to quantify .
this criterion by standard tests once the welding process is
selected.

E2b) External process influences

Weighting Factor- 2

Parameter: Subjective opinion of external influences

Passing score- "Fair"
Score • 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale: Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excel].

Units: relative tolerance of external influences

Is the material tolerant of external influences on the weld

quality, considering topics such as joint cleanliness,

alignment, preheat variation, material condition, etc.

E3) Inspectability of closure.

Weighting Factor" 5

E3a) General process considerations

Weighting Factor- 3

Parameter" Subjective opinion of inspectability

Passing score" "Fair"
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5.... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale: Bad Poor Moderate Fair Good Excell.

Units" relative inspectability

Does the material lend itself to inspection of the final

closure weld, considering topics such as weld grain

structure, typical weld flaw NDE signals, etc.
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E3b) Sensitivity
Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Ratio of (detection limit flaw size)/(critical

fla<. size)

Passing score: 0.5
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale: 2 1 0.5 0.25 0.12

Units: size ratio

Are critical flaw sizes in the welded material large enough

to be readily detectable in rapid, remote, NDE techniques.

F) Cost

Weighting Factor: I0

FI) As-fabricated container costs.

Weighting Factor: 5

Parameter: $ per container

Passing score: NA
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale: 125+ i00 75 50 25 0

Units: K$

Expected cost of fabricated, closed, and inspected container

ready for emplacement. Constant year dollars. No minimum

passing score.

F2) Associated exceptional repository handling costs.

Weighting Factor: 5
Parameter: Relative added cost

Passing score: NA
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Scale: High Moderate Low
Units: Relative cost

Exceptional repository handling costs specific to the material

under consideration. Costs resulting specifically from physical

or chemical properties of the container material. Examples might

" include: handling a heavier waste package made from pure copper

which has been made thicker to assure mechanical strength,

- careful handling of brittle materials, special handing of toxici

materials, etc. No minimum passing score.

M:,4
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G) previous experience with the material.

Weighting Factor: i0

GI) Previous engineering experience with the material and closure.

Weighting Factor: 4

Gla) Variety of applications

Weighting Factor: 2

Parameter: Variety of applications

Passing score: NA
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... I0

Scale : None Several Many "

Units: Variety of applications

t

Glb) Years of experience

Weighting Factor: 2
Parameter: Years in service

Passing score: NA
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... ]0

Scale: 1 I0 i00 i000 10K

Units : Years

G2) Available data base on the material and closure.

Weighting Factor: 3
Parameter: Relative amount of available data

Passing score: NA
Score: 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Sca le : None Moderate Extens ire

Units: Relative available data

Draft - has not been programmatically approved.
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G3) Existing engineering standards for the material and closure.

Weighting Factor: 4

G3a) ASTM Standards

Weighting Factor: 2

Parameter: ASTM coverage

Passing score: NA
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... I0

Scale : None Moderate Extensive

Units: Relative extent of ASTM standards

Extent of consideration given the material (or equivalent
materials) by ASTM standards.

G3b) Other Standards

Weighting Factor- 2

Parameter: Availability of standards

Passing score- NA
Score : 0 .... 1 .... 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .... 8 .... 9 .... i0

Sca le- None Moderate Extensive

Units" Relative extent of other standards

Availability of standards for application of the material,
such as ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code consideration

of the material, or other engineering, construction, or

testing standards.

!
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Resume

ROBIN L. JONES

. ADDRESS: 1054 Windsor Drive, Henlo Park, California 94025

l elephone: 415/325-9570 (llome)

415/855-2790 (Work)

SUMMARY: PhD metallurgist with 25 years materials research

experience and 15 years research managemer:t experience.

Areas of specialized professional competence include

physical and mechanical behavior of metals and ceramics,

interrelation of properties and microstructure, environment

assisted cracking, fracture mechanics, and failure

analysis. Emphasis of recent work has been on corrosion-

related materials problems in energy conversion and power

generation systems.

EDUCATIONAND EMPLOYMENTHISTORY:

1959-62 Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge UniversiLy, England

]962 B.A. (l{ons) in Natural Sciences (Metallurgy major)

, 1963-6G Metalluvgy [Ji":p,_Ftmr,nt., Camhri<_!g_,tJniversii_y, [_ngland

1906 PhD (MPt_alluYgy). l)iss__'rtation title "lhc ldectlanical

- l_rop_'rtiesof {)ip_-_ion _';.;_:, .,,t r,_'r_qthctrm(iAI loys"

A,Ivi.-;__r:Dr. A. F,_:11y

]96G-72 tt-arlklin ]n';1itutr, Pe',_,,_r(-t_ lal_c_ratori,,,,, t_hil,_(!_,lphia, t'a.

]966 R(__;r?aFc:hHeta llurgisl., t.lel.,_llur-_'jy I.at)oratory

]96/ S_,nior t,l_tal lug!ii st, l.l,'I,a lltJr{iy lat_oYat()vy

_.. ]91] GrOUl_ l.eader, Metal lU_,]y [ a.I)_)_etory

1972-]978 SP,] ]nt.(,rnal. ional (forr:;,;,rly Stdntord R,::searLh Institute)
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Menlo Park, California

1972 Senior Metallurgist, Materials Research Center

1972-1978 Manager, Metallurgy Program, Materials Research Center

1978-Present Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, California

1978-1980 Project Manager, Systems and Materials Department, Nuclear

Power Division

1980-]985 Program Manager, Systems and Materials Department

]985--Present Senior Program Manager, Naterials and Systems Development

Department *

RESEARCH EXPERIEIIC["

Three years of university postgraduate work and twelve

years of contract research in two not-for-profit r-esearch

institutes mainly related to the physical and mechanical

properties of metal_ and ceramics.

Research topics have included"

o Fundamental aspects of the mechanical behavior off

precipitation and dispersion strengl.hened alloys

o Cohesion and adhesion of metals in ultra-high vacuum

o Basic aspects of the low and intermediate temperature

deformation of hexagor_al close I)acked metals

o Develop;he.ht of I)eryllium-reinforced coml:._osites

c) If reefs of thern_omr_,;__hanical pro(:pssing on the mi(tro--

',tru(.t._Jr_, ,:ll_J l,Y-<Jp_._-;i_ ol t. JtanJunl i_] l()y',

0 r'1_'rh4nisln'.. (_1 :;tr,i"s"_,--(:orr(at, ic_rl r.;ra(l.:]rlc.] (:n,l j(lLqi(] [11_,1.,_1 "'

r'rnt)ritl, lr, m_,r_l (_f zirc:or-_ium allo.y";

() { fi_'( i', c;; nij,r__'._t_,-i_Jv_" r,F_ l_If" (J.yr_,.IIhJ_ltd li.I'r-_,

l_,h,_,vi(_r,i I ii.,,.nit;n;

• ' i-_H4 ,:i t_i(.]h X,'rnI_._,:_tJ_,'

() (_(:)vr_)'.,J()rli,:l j(}_lr,Oi _;l.,4Jnl('L,S _,t.c'_l <, Jr_ '.,:_lir.'.,

('IIV J I (}rlllit'l _ ',

(_ 1,'n'.ilr' t_,!_ lu_u l.,_,i_avi()r (,f ".:,i]t,l 4 ,:r,,t '.,I, ,_I. ,_ml) i,,r_I.

1.I"II[)('l'-(]'LII_-_
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o Adhesive properties of phosphonate-containing dental

restorative materials

o Materials limitations in advanced energy-generation and

conversion systems

o Examination and interpretation of service failures of

, ferrous and nonferrous metallic components

o Evaluation of the technoeconomic impact of advanced

- materials

o Development of high-strength titanium alloys with

improved fracture toughness

Most of the techniques used in physical/mechanical metal-

lurgy research have been employed or ace familiar.

Author of more than 70 open literature publications (list

attached) and more than 40 major government and commercial

contract reports.

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT AND SALES EXPER[ENCE"

1966-72 Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

Initially responsible for developing contract support

for myself and a te(-hnician.

f _ 4Pro(noted to Group I....,,._,, ; in 1971 and directed the

research and sales acti'.,:ties of 2 PhD's, 2 tech_licians

- alIcl a S_/(:r_,1,.Iry.

" At]thored IT1Of'( _ i i ;!rl ;-'{) ,,es(_arch propc)sa 1 s ,{_[l(?] [ll#t i nta i ned

,tri ac((-_l-)_ , '_ , ',(, ('.;r()l_()';als fUll<tO(l: prol)o';al_;

" t',:rt i, il_at_'d lr_ l(_r/_l-l_r,m I)uctu_,l. and l_rOj_",:l ,l_.,v(!l()lm,,1_l.

l) l,_I_rlir_,l ,;1 1t_' (l_,l._,_rtlll_!r_l,tl 1c'v_,l.
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1972-1978 SR[ International

Initially responsible for a poorly performing group

consisting of I PhD, 2 professionals, 3 technicians and

a secretary.

Completely redirected the activities of the group into

new research areas and made necessary staffing adjust:--

ments including h.' _s, fires, and tran_sfe_-s.

Group pe_-fc3_rllan(Le impYoveH and size f:,xpan,le_1 (con_;i.,t._d

of 3 PhD's, 3 professionals, 2 t___chniciar_s, ,_r_H a

secv-etary when [ resigrled).

Authored more than 50 research proposals and maintained

an acceptance ratio of ahout 0.5.

Attended several management training courses provided by

SRI.

Participated in long-term budget and p_-oject development

planning in the divisional level.

1978-Present Electric Power Research Institute

]nitially responsil)le for planrlilic.j a_/,.l illll)l(:'merlting

large lPR! pro.]ects on corrosion l-ati(.ltJ_, ()J l-cd(tier

[_-rrT_..>c.<->iiv?_v(_7]sQi_ st-.(71sf_ arl(]l evd]uc_LJon t-)f (;()i1, (>(LIL](7IlCOSOf
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Chai rman, Chemical & N uc le a r  Eng inee r ing  Department

6. Other  Work Exper ience -  r e s e a rc h ,  i n d u s t r i a l ,  e t c . :

6 /87 -P resen t :  V ice P r e s id e n t ,  P la n n in g  & Nuc le a r  S a fe ty ,  GPU Nuclear
C o rp o ra t io n ,  One Upper  Pond Road, Pars ippany,  Nd 07054.
Vice P r e s i d e n t ,  N u c le a r  Assurance D i v i s i o n ,  GPU Nuclear  
C o rp o ra t io n
D i r e c t o r ,  T r a i n i n g  Educa t ion ,  GPU Nucl ear  Corpo ra t i on  
D i r e c t o r ,  R e l i a b i l i t y  E ng ine e r ing ,  GPU Serv ice C o rpo ra t ion ,  
Pars ippany,  NJ
Manager, G ene ra t io n  P r o d u c t i v i t y  Departimi'nt, GPU Serv ice 
C o rp o ra t io n ,  P a rs ip pan y ,  NJ
Sabba t i ca l  leave  - P r o j e c t  Engineer ,  E l e c t r i c  Pow('r Research 
1n s t i  t u t e
ASEE - Ford F ou n d a t io n  Res iden t  F e l low ,  Assoc ia te  R e a c t o r  
Engineer ,  I n d i a n  I’o i n t  Nuc lea r  Power S t a t i o n ,  Con Edison of  
Now York,  Inc .
Research P a r t i c i p a n t  i n  the f i e l d  o f  f a s t  burs t  r e a c to r  
r e f l e c t o r  e f f e c t s  and h igh y i e l d  hu rs t  r e a c to r s ,  one-ha l f  
t ime a t  Sandfa C o r p o r a t i o n
Leave o f  absence from UNM - Research Assoc ia te ,  Nuclear  
Resoarcti  D i v i s i o n ,  Atomic Weapons Research ! s tahl  i sf iment, 
A ldeni ids ton,  B e r k s h i r e ,  England
Gs-14, C i v i l  S e r v i c e ,  Reac tor  S p e c i a l i s t ,  Nuclear  E f f e c t s  
Brancf i ,  White Sands M i s s i l e  Range, NewHc'xico

-  100  -
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6. Other Work Experience-- research, industrial, etc." (cont'd)

1962 - 1964- Ist Lt., U.S. Army, Nuclear Effects Engineer, Reactor
Specialist, Nuclear Effects Branch, White Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico

1960 - 1962" Student Research Associate, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, lllinois

Summer 1960" Instructor and technical reader, Purdue University,
• Lafayette, Indi a11a

7. Consulting"
lm

1981 - 1987" Argonne Universities Association Review Committee for
Division of Educational PrograIs at Argonne National
Laboratory

1981" National Research Council, Assembly of Engineering, Nuclear
Manpower Committee

1979 - 1980" National Science Foundation Review Committee for Engineering
Chemistry and Energetics

1977 - 1979" Consultant to Nucl ear Engineering & Operations Department,
Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, California

1976" Lecturer overseas (Southeast Asia) for U.S. Information
Agency

1973 - 1978" Consultant to U.S. Department of Energy (formerly ERDA and
USAEC) on Citizen's Workshops on Energy and the Environment

1971 - 1978 Occasional consultant for utilities and other universities
on public education aspects of nuclear energy

1971 - 1973" Consultant on Power Reactor Operator Training to General
Physics Corporation, Columbia, Maryland

1965 - 1973" Part-time consultant to Fast Burst Reactor Facility, White
Sands Missile Range, New Mexico

8. Scientific & Professional Societies of Which a Member"

-.'_nerican Huclear Society (have held numerous responsibilities on national
and division committees)

- U.S. Council for Energy Awareness
- Not presently active in Sigma Xi, AAAS, AIChE, ASEE

9. llonors& Awards"
,i

I()58 1 _-_" '" -"- 9_9 U_ALL Nuclear Enqineerinq l-ellow._,hip
r, 1974 - 1975" Chairman, Education Division, American Nuclear Society

I!)75 - 197o" Chainilan, Nucle_]r I.ing_neer_nq [)ei_artment Heads C()n_itte_,
1980 ANS ZSth Anniversary Exceptional Member Award

IO. l_escription of Professional [xperi,ence"

. - " _],_7 ] was r_,assiqrled as Vice Presider)t and•_" a 6/H,Z-Present On June l, I _ -
Director of tile newly-.-c_eated Plannin(] & Nu(:lear Safety
l]ivision, GI'U Nuc lear Corl)(_r,_tion. lhi.s l)ivision includ(,s

__. t.t_e I_icensin!l & Regulatory Aifairs, Corporate' Plannin!1,
Nuc I ea r Saf e t y Ass_,'.:;sm__;lt a nel Ri sk Ma naq<_m-,nL I)e;),]r t.WT__nt s.

- I01 -
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I0. Description of Professional Experience (cont'd)

The new Division is expected to broaden and raise the
level of nuclear safety/risk assessment,and provide
increased interest in and understanding of nuclear safety
issues within GPU Nuclear.

b. 4/82 - 5/87" On April I, 1982 1 was elected VP & Director of the
Nuclear Assurance Division, GPU Nuclear Corporation,
which included the Quality Assurance, tile Nuclear Safety
Assessment, Training & Education, and Emergency
Preparedness Departments. I also served as Acting ,
Director of this Division from February - September 1980.

c. 2/80 - 3/82" Director, Training & Education, GPU Nuclear Corporation,
Parsippany, NJ. I had responsibility for the direction of
Corporate, TMI-I, TMI--2, and Oyster Creek Training
Departments, and the System Laboratory.

d. 8/79 - 1/80" Director, Reliability Engineering, GPU Service
Corporation, Parsippany, NJ. I was responsible for the
direction of five functions providing technical suDport to
the TMI Generation Group and the three GPU operating
companies. These functions included Quality Assurance
Department, the System Laboratory, the Infonnation
Management Department, the Nuclear Safety Assessment
Department, and the Generation Operations Support staff.

e. 4/79 - 7/79" Member of TMI-2 Recovery Team. Arriving on site
March 29, 1979, I had varied responsibilities including
organization of the Data Reduction and Management GrouD,
head of the Accident Assessment Documentation Team and

Supervisor of the Technical Planning Group. I also was
appointed to the GPU Accident Investigation Task Force.

f. 6/78- 3/79" Manager, Generation Productivity, GPU Service Corporation,
Parsippany, NJ. I was responsible for the staffing and
program development of the newly-formed Generation
Productivity Department. Activities included the
development of an availability iml)rovement program for
implementation throughout the GPU System. The program was

.. concer _d with total plant performance for all fossil and

nuclear units.

g. 1965 - 1978" Faculty m,:mber, Nucl(;ar Engine,_Fin,.I Department, lJ:liversity
of I_ew Mexico. Except for the tw() leaves-of-absences in
1966-1967 and 1970--1971 and a sabbatical leave in

"; 1976-1977 1 was activf'ly enr]aqed in teacIling _]_I__I r(I,_;ear(.:h• _.. .

_' prilm-_rily in exl)erilm-tntal reactor pilysics. Durinfl
1965-1906 I w,_s eng,_q_'d in Ii_llf-tim_-, re'-,earch at Sandia

_" l_at)oratories.and ser'v,_d ds f"rcJiect i..n(lir_eer fur tt_e desif]n

of tlle SPR-II, fdst burst r,_actor, l)urinq 1UO/-19G{_,
aqain Ilalf-tim_,, I partici!_at,!d in tile d(t:;i_]n ,_nd carryinq

,_: out of (_-J:t)eriments to charact_rize t,t_e dynamic l_et_avior (:)t

t,,

L - !02 -
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I0. Description of Professional Experience (cont'd)

SPR-II. During 1969-1970 1 directed a campus fast reactor
physics experimental facility and directed the Ph.D thesis
of C. C. Price on reflector effects on fast burst reactors.

I was a licensed Senior Reactor Operator on the UNM
AGN-2OIM training reactor, 1967-1978, and served as Chief

- Reactor Supervisor.
]968-70 & 1973-76 - In 1969-70 1 supervised the move of
the reactor into a new laboratory, the complete redesign

" and assembly of the nuclear instrumentation and control
system, and an increase in maximum operating level from
O.l to 5 watt. I served as Director of the Nuclear

Engineering Laboratories, 1971-1976.

During 1972-1974 I served as Assistant Dean (half-time) of
the College of Engineering. During that time period I
also served as principal investigator for a contract with
Consolidated Edison Company of New York to analyze axial
xenon redistribution and power" shaping in large
pressurized water reactors. Under contract with the
USAEC, I also developed two "neighborhood TV short
courses" on nuclear energy and energy and the environment
for use in public education efforts.

Effective July l, 1974 I was appointed Acting Chairman of
the Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering, and in
February 1975 I was appointed to a four-year term as
Department Chairman to begin July l, 1975.

From 1974-1976 I supervised the design, development and
on-campus installation of a fossil power plant simulator
(PhoD dissertation for R. Busch) under sponsorship of the
New Mexico Energy Resources Board and Public Service
Company of New Mexico.

From 1977-1978 I served as principal investigator on a

project, sponsored by the New Mexico Energy Institute, to
determine generally accepted pre-activity background

' levels for radon in the very active uranium mining and
milling Grants/Ambrosia Lake area of New Mexico.

Together with M. J. Ohanian, University of Florida, I
worked as a representatiw_ _ of the Nuclear Engineering
Department Heads Committee to increase the support of
government sponsored enerqy R&D in university engineering

_c.c- "colleges. This activity included succc ...._ul introduction
through the U.S. Senate of education support amendments to
the 1974 [RDA and 1977 I)O[ Authorizatio:l Acts. lt also

i nel uded organi zatiofl of uni v(:rsi ty/governmr:nt exchango
meetirlgs with USAEC, LR[)A, and lqi_C, and a_l [iF'RI/University
exchange meetinc].

- 103 -
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I0. Description of Professional Experience (cont'd)

My teaching was centered around the development and
presentation of effective laboratory courses, while also
periodically teaching the following lecture courses"
Introduction to Nuclear Engineering, Applications of
Nucl ear Energy for Non-Engineers, Reactor Kinetics and
Control, Nuclear Systems Design.

h. 1976 - 1977" On sabbatical leave with the Electric Power Research
Institute, Palo Alto, California. During my 12-month
sabbatical I worked as a project engineer in the Nuclear
Engineering and Operations Department with responsibility
for managing projects in availability engineering and
development of an "optimized" utility power systems data
base. I al so supervised and worked with an EPRI
contractor to complete a PWR steam-generator performance
survey. These various projects provided an opportunity to
visit and closely interact with many utility,
manufacturer, and government agency personnel.

i. 1977 - 1979" Consultant, EPRI. Upon return to the UNMcampus, I
continued as as an EPRI consultant to monitor reliability
data base and records management projects. I also
coordinated the conduct of an EPRI Availability
Engineering Workshop held in Albuquerque in October 1977.
While with GPUSC I have continued as consultant to EPRI on
availability engineering programs.

j. 1971 - 1972" Consultant, General Physics Corporation. I rewrote the
Reactor Engineering Volume of the General Physics
Corporation "Academic Program for Nuclear Plant Personnel."

k. 1970 - 1971" ASEE--Ford Foundation Resident Fellow, serving as Associate
Reactor Engineer with Con Edison of New York, Inc. During
my 13-month assignment I was involved primarily in the
coordination and planning of the repairs to the Indian
Point Unit #I primary coolant system. I also performed
various tasks of the Unit #l reactor engineer. I was
principal co-author with R. B. Hayman of the Company's
initial Quality Assurance program report for Unit #I. On
a few occasions, I also assisted in the training z]rogram
for" the Unit #2 operators and in the preparation of Unit ,
#2 procedures.

I. 1966 - 1967" Temporary Research Associate, Nuclear Research Division,
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment. During my 14-month
assignmer_t I _)repared tile co_lissioning schedule for

_ VIPER, Mark I, a fast burst reactor, assisted in the
safety analysis and evaluation of the reactor and served
as a senior reactor physicist and shift sul)ervisor durin!_
the _nitial startup. I also planned the training profiT'am
and presented some of the lectures for the initial startuD
staff.

- I04 -
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I0. Description of Professional Experience (cont'd)

m. 1962 - 1965" Reactor Specialist (GS-14), WSMRFast Burst Reactor
Facility. I served as the facility supervisor during the
final design, construction, startup, and first year of
operation of the FBRF, a fast burst reactor. This
included responsibility for training of the staff,
monitoring of contractor performance, preparation of the

" Final Safety Analysis Report, preparation of the startup
and operating procedures, and analysis of the reactor
physics operational data.

n. 1960 - 1962" Student Research Associate, Argonne National Laboratory. I
was trained and certified as a co-operator, operator, and
supervisor on the Argonne Thermal Source Reactor (ATSR)
while performing my doctoral dissertation research. I
designed and built a reactivity measuring system for
determination of neutron absorption resonance integrals.
I also assisted in the training of replacement operators
for the ATSR.

II. Principal Publications"

- "An Electrical Analogy of Nuclear Reactor Neutron Flux," with
J. R. Eaton, Nuclear Science and Engineering, 12, 82-90 (1962).

- "Precision Li_ons in the Measurement of Sm-all Reactivity Changes,"
with E. F. Bennett, Nuclear Science and Engineering, 17, 425-432 (1963).

- "ODerational Characteristics -of" th_urst Re-actor," Neutron
Dynamics and Control, AEC Symposium Series, 7, CONF-650413 (May 1966).

- _Measurements of the Physlcs CTTaracteristfcs-of the Fast Pulsed Reactor,
VIPER," with M. H. Taggart et al., IAEA Symposium Series, Fast Reactor
Physics and Related Safety Problem, Karl, Germany, November 1967-

- "ReactivitTCo-ntributions in-t_lory Hole of the Sandia Pulsed
Reactor-II," Trans. Am. Nuc. Soc., II, l (1968). Also published in
Nuclear Applic_a_lons, 6, l (Tg-6_T.

- _urst-Reactors, E(]itor with P. D. O'Brien, Proceedings of the _NS
National-_ I Meeting on Fast Burst Reactors, The University of New
Mexico, January 28-30, 1969, AEC Sym1_osium Series, CONF-690102 (1969).

- "R_flector and Decoupling Experiments with Fast Burst Reactors," with
, R.L. Coats, AEC Syn_)osium Series, Fast Burst Reactors, C0_IF-690102

(1969).
- "Prompt Neutron Decay Constants in a Reflected Fast Burst Reactor," with

-: C.C. Price, Proceedinqs of the Symposium on Dynamics of Nuclear
Sv_t_m_,._ _-__ Uni vo.-_s-TI__l---6_--_rl zona , M_-{_#.lT-_7,L_5-[-I_773.

-"_-p-_-{-r _ of lhermal Sleeve and Primary Coolant Pipe at Indian Point Unit
#,I," with D. J. McCormick, Trains. Am. Nuclear Soc., 14 Sul)plement 2
(1971).

- "Envi_-onmental Prol)lem_, Associated with th_' Repair of a Nuclear Power"
"" Reactor Primary Coolant System," with G. L. l_iebler, Proceedinqs of the

Institut_, of Fnvironlnerltal Sciences (May 1912), I_P. 3__i-397- ...........................
- _-Cour_is---#I_(-)u-{--t-ile-E'}Ivl r'ormlerit_o-r-No1_-T_ch_li cal Stu<J,_ts, '' l:'_'o(;eedin,]s

of the Institute of Environmental Sciences (May 1972), pp. 39_/L._.q.q.-.........
- _c_-[T_a-l---A-,T_#TC--{--{--6T-{-li6--[ ne r gy _.-i'-i"_:,-T_1." New M(3x i cc) Ac ad_,__y o f

Science Bulletin, 14, No. 2, pp. 45--4_ (DeceinI)#r--_[-__73)-.........................

- 105 -
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II. Principal Publications (cont'd)

- "Status of Nuclear Engineering Education," with M. J. Ohanian,
Proceedings of AEC/ANS Nuclear Engineering Departn_nt Heads Workshop on
Research in Nuclear Power Systems, pp. 2-20, University ofNew _Fe-x_co,
(January 1975).

- "A Nuclear Energy Elective for 'Engineers', with J. W. Lucey and
R. L. Carter, Engineering Education, 65, No. 7, pp. 752-754, (April
1975). b

- "Axial Power Shaping in Large Pressurized Water Reactors," with
H. M. Jorge and S. N. Purohit, Proceedings of tile Second Power Plant
Dynamics, Control and Testing Symposium, pp. 25-I Ito 25r---Tl, Knoxv1-Tl_I-e,

( September 3-5 _--l 975).
- "Proceedings of U.S./Japan Seminar" on Fast Pulse Reactors, Editor" with

__'nc/--H__y aShi. --[[ni ve r g1t-_--o _--To_y]_0-_,-_ a nua ry T9 76 ).
- "Enhancement of Electric Power Plant Reliability Data Systems," with

R. J. Duphily, Proceedings of the Fourth Reliability Engineerin_g
Conference for the Electric i_ower Industry, Lrk_,l_ew-_-q< -, (June 1977).

-"'MethocIs to Improve Electric Power Plant #vailability," Proceedings of
the 1977 Power Generation Conference, ASME, Long Beach, L'_aTifornia
(September 1977).

- "Introduction to Availability Engineering," Proceedings of the EPRI
Availability Engineering Workshop, Editor, R. L. Long, et a_
Report NP-/bg-ws (hfa_ 19/8).

-"Engineering for Availability," with E. B. Cleveland, Power Engineering,
82, No. 7 (July 197d).

- _-_urvey of Eiectric Power Industry Data Needs," with E. B. Cleveland,
Inservice Data Reporting and Analysis, PVP-PB-032, ASME (December 1978).

-"'Three M{I&_-Island-Accidentl_e-chnicalSupport," with T. M. CrinTninsand
W. W. Lowe, Nuclear Technology, 54, pp. 155-173 (August 1981).

- "Applications and Development of--EAMInformation Systems at GPUN," with
J. L. Weiser, Proceedings 1979 Reliability Conference to the Electric
Power Industry (April 1979).

- "A Post TMI-2 View on the Responsibilities of Nuclear Engineering
Educators," 1980 ASEE Annual Conference Proceedings, ASEE, Amherst, MA
(June 1980).

- "Use of Behavioral Learning Objectives for Simulator Training," with
R. A. Knief, Proceedings of the Society of Applied Learning Technology
(September 1981).

- Operator Training and Requalification at GPUNuclear " with
R. J. Barrett and S. L. Newton, Proceedings of CSNI/OECP/NEA, Charlotte,
NC (October 1981), NUREG/CP-O031, Vol l, pp. 299-313 (June 1982).

- "Nuclear Personnel Training After lMI-2" The GPUNResponse," with
• D.P. Gaines and R. A. Knief, Progress in Nuclear Energy, Pergamon

Press, Vol I0, Number 3, pp 349-Z_[TF--(]_.
li II

' - Sun_nary Report of the GPU Nuclear TM]-2 l.essons t_e]rned Workshop,
Proceedings of ANS Executive Conference, TMI-2 A [.earning Experience
(October 13-16, 1985).

_. - "Emergency Planners, Look Back at IMI--2," Proceedings of ANS fopical
Meeting on Radiological Accidents" Pe_,,_"( --_ .... t ives and [m_'rqerlcy

- -,.,

Prep aredne ss, CT)_lT-Z-_O-(]_].7-,-,-IJST)uC_--?$7-T_Ig--( ,Mii_:C-IT-Tg_7)-. ....................
: - _q_ii_Tn-Ta}]-f_-(]rs Contributions to Nuclear Power Safety" A Proclre_,s

Report," with ,I. Christensen, Amc,rican A_;s(_,::iation for tI_, Adv_c(,ment
of Scier_ce (,4a; I_ )5 .
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II. Principal Publications (cont'd)

- "Evolution of GPU Nuclear's Training Program," with R. P. Coe,
Proceedings of CSNI Specialist Meeting on Training of Nuclear Reactor
Personnel, Orlando, FL (April 21-24, 1987).

- Approximately thirty summaries in the Transactions of the American
Nuclear Society, 1962-present, on various topics including fast burst
reactors, power reactor experiences, nucl ear engineering, training and
educational methods, public education in energy and environment issues,

" and availability engineering.
- Numerous technical reports on research design and development projects.

12. Review Committees

Have served on Review Con111ittees of National Science Foundation, National
Academy of Sciences, Electric Power Research Institute, Institute of
Nucl ear Power Operations and Argonne National Laboratory Di vision of
Educational Programs. Currently serve on Advisory Council of the National
Academy for Nuclear Training, the Accreditation Board of Engineering
Technology Board of Directors, and the Advisory Committee of the EPRI
Nuclear Power Division.

13. ANS Activities

1965-1978: Treasurer, Program Chairman, Executive Committee, Trinity
Section

1967-1976: Secretary, Several Committee Chairs, Executive Committee,
Education Division

1974-1975: Chairman, Education Division
!975-1976: Chairman, NE Department Heads Organization

_86-1987: Chairman, Northern New Jersey Section
1980: ANS 25th Anniversary Exceptional Member Award
1974-Present: NE Accreditation Visitor
1983-1986: ANS Alternate Representative to ABET BOD
1987-Present: A_IS Representative ABET BOD

14. References: Available on request.

15. Personal: Family - Ann (wife)
Betil (daughter - age 26)

, Jeff (son- age 24)
Mark (son - age 20)

- Other Interests - church school teaching and choir, woodworking,
dthletics (spectator and participant), reading

Home Address - 104 Brooklawn Drive, Morris P!_ins, N,} 07950
Telepho,,. _ - Home: (201) 455-0087

Office: (201) 316-7484
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MARTIN PIRAGER. PH.D.

125 EAST BTTH ST_EET

NEW YOI::_K. N. Y. IOO2_

( 21;2 | t_,_ 4-4 2 715

CURRENT TITLE blaterials Consultant

EDUCATION Ph.D. in blateria].s Enqineering--UCLA 1969

blaster of Metallu__ical Enq_ineering--Cornell 1962

Bachelor of Chen,ical Engineering--Cornell 1961

AWARDS AND AWS Davis Silver Medal_ for Structural Welding (1978)

ACHIEVEKENTS IEEE Award for Best Substation Paper (1917)

Listed in Who 's Who in Engineering, Who I _S _{iI_(.)_ [ ]

Technology Today and L_mtorican Men and Women of Science
. _- --]P.E Reg is,_r{.tion

PS
WORK HISTORY More than 2_]"years experience includ£ng the following-

/

1978-Present .AssociateKDzrector , TheLM_NProperties Council,
Inc., 345 East 47 Street, New York, NY ]0017

.Responsible for management of programs relating

to toughness, rsck propagation, corrosion fatigue,
- _ u_e o , -elevated temp _, r pL- perties and remaining li ge

analysis.

.Actively involved in computerization of mechanical

property data for evaluation and analysis for ASME
Codes and Standards work.

.Organizes data collection programs for nuclear

power and offshore applications.

.Manager of numlerous testing programs relating to

hydrogen eng)rittlement, stress-corrosion, toughness,

creep and welding of steels.

1985-ire_ent .Tecl_nical Director, Pressure Vessel Re,search
5 _ast 47 Street,Committee, Welding Research Council, 3-: ""

New York, NY 10017

.Responsible for managemc_r_t of PVRC pYogram:; _:r-_._l

h<_adrnuart:ers ()pc, rat:.ior_:;.

].°,74-1985 .Consult L_,_L t() n_ajor corporat, jorl:_ ,::,,_,_ i;_dt]'-l_'-i,.i
....... ................ . - _

as:;ociatJo..'-:._; ---._;_ [,r-_iv,_l_, ]:.,_,,_(..'t,c(: ]_c._ad<;t:,=_. " ,:.:,..,i J:;
N,2w Yor}: Ci_.v.

c-,., (. , _ . DLtt {._ , _',

C2_)ro'3_),-]Ct), C'C>i_.::t.] t]CJt.,IC)ll, _){.,v,(-] d]]£i C] _<_'t ._ <:*,:.' ]

c:;,p]icatJo:::. _'1,,)3,'ct_I:, in(:]tlC,, f,:i Iu:,' ,,:'.:]'."i",
welding [)LO,:,':,' ,'-".,,']olm}<,nt_, ':_,:t _,_ i,..t] :1:,.1, ,-I {,:_,
mark£-t '311]:i ," ,_I_J ,:_V_,]()I.)i;_,.I]t. _%1 t _,:-_ :1_,- ::<.,

" . ])l-()V 1,1, " .i"' ] [;_ ,Jil(.."(._ i _) _Tt)l i_{)1,_1 .1._.,:]' <_;i I): ()( .....

•L_ in '_l_ Jz,(- ,_:1,; ,2: i I it.}" ,_.z_._,_:; ,_':_,J ;-_,: .... : ',.' _)_ _,_'t ,,ZL..,!::
f<);: L._,.,._ t,,:.,_,),,: ,_r_(i [.,rcz":::,ur,: v,._:_:.;,:,l c(2(i, .

.Conduct:od studi, es oz fatigue, cor:.-(::, on ,,.;t <:"£,
_L, hvdroaen. ,_-,,,_ ': , ,._,,_--_-_ss_._ __u:>,_uL-,:::, ,__nC (--o:-.<..... g,-.--.,.<:,_._,,.,

::,;: :jCt Lt.: .-: ] ,_ i ]0 '.) an_:. .i;:,:91 i.ca _-io_] o.; " - "- ..,..... _. _ "' " . C'.. :-: ". -,l r:&* -: .
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1969-1974 .Mana. zr, Application Engineering--Copper

Development Association, 405 Lexington Avenue, New

York, N.Y. 10017

.Directed development activities in welding,

bonding, coating, soldering, and processing of copper

and copper alloys. Evaluated methods of pipe and

tube joining and filler metals. Prepared design

manuals and technical publications. Planned and

" administered development contracts.

.Provided technical services for problems in

, performance, fabrication, and selection of copper

and copper alloys. Extensive field work in U.S.A.
and abroad.

.Supervised welding development, qualification,
and on site construction for world's first copper-

nickel hulled fishing vessels. Developed and

implemented design and fabrication innovations.

Carried out corrosion and NDT surveys for ship

construction projects.

1968-1969-- .Complete(. studies for Ph.D. begun on part-time

basis. Dissertation on fracture mechanisms provided

- solutions to practical problems encountered at prior

job.

1962-1968-- .Senior Engineer--Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell
International, Canoga Park, California 91304

.Developed heat treatments to optimize strength,

ductility, toughness, magnetic response, and weld-

ability, all recognized by NASA publication.

Designed devices for multia:_-ial stressing and weld

testing.-

.Identified previously unknown cause of embrittle-

ment. Experience in analysis of failures due to
thermal and mecha _ _,._cal fatigue, stress corrosion,
_mmbrittl_ment, environmental effects and creep.

NATIONAL _ tc__ on,._v,:-vedon ",'ott;_]Properties Council subcolmuiV _ •

• ACTIVITIES Corrosion i:atigu(_ of l)rop<_!lers AWS Coltuuitt(:c:_ for

%',e].diI_g ttandbook, Brazing Manual, and .':;o]d<_ring Manu,:_-]
A'3M i{al_dbock Contributor 1EEE Outdoor ._;ul):;tatic:_:_

" Welding Res<_arch Council subcommittee on Cop!)<,r ,!._7_d
Cov_;:),<i,r A] 1o\'.<_ M_uni)c_ NA(:]-], AST,_I, AWS, AS:'.1, ]].:EE, :-._]""

•_ _- :_D(_Cia] Committee on Mat:eria]s

_
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Dace revised: June. 1988
CURRICULUH VITAE 

ROGER UASHBORNE STAEHLE 
22 Red Fox Road 

North Oaks. MN 55127 
(612) A82-9493 

Telecom e.r ( 61,'2'i A84-5735

Vital

Residences: Detroit, Michigan
Toledo, Ohio 
Colvunbus. Ohio 
Washington. D .C . 
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 
Colvunbus , Ohio 
Twin Cities. Minnesota

193A-1935
I935-I937
1937-1957
1957-1961
January-June. 1959
1961-1979
1979-Present

Education
B. Met. Engr., The Ohio State University, 1957 
M.S. Met. Engr.. The Ohio State University. 1957 
Westinghouse Reactor Engineering School, (6 months), 1959 
Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1965

Emoloyment
Naval officer and Nuclear Engineer with United States Navy 
and Atomic Energy Commission (with Vice Admiral H. G . Rickover). 
Naval Nuclear Reactor Development, 1957-1961

Graduate Student, Research Associate, and International Nickel 
Fellow, The Ohio State University, 1961-1963

Graduate Student. Research Associate, and Battelle Fellow,
The Ohio State University, 1963-1964

Assistant Professor, The Ohio State University, 1965-1967 

Associate Professor. The Ohio State University. 1967-1970 

Professor, The Ohio State University, 1970-1979 

Director, Fontana Corrosion Center. 1975-1979

Dean, Institute of Technology, University of Minnesota, 1979-1983

Professor. Chemical Engineering and Materials Science,
Institute of Technology, University of Minnesota, 1983-1938.

President & Chairman. Automated Transportation Systems. Inc.
(now Taxi-2000) Minneapolis. 1984-1986. (On leave from 
University of Minnesota)

Industrial Consultant. North Oaks. M.N. 1986-Present (On leave 
from University of Minnesota)
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Consulting

- .'\_7tire

American Nuclear Insurers; Baker & McKenzie; Carlisle Rubber;

Carolina Power & Light; Davy McKee; Dow Chemical U.S.A. ;

_' Furnas Nuclear Project: Lawrence Livermore Laboratories;

Manta & WelBe; Miller. Canfield, Paddock, and Stone; Newman &

HoltzinF, er: Nuclear Electric Insurance, Ltd. ; Nuklearna

ElektraiTna Krsko; Rivkin, Radler, Dunne, and Bayh; Robbing,

Zelle, Larson & Kaplan; San Diego Gas & Electric; Shaw, Pittman,

Ports & Tro_bridge; Southern California Edison; WPPSS;

Inactive "

AEC" Allied General Nuclear Services" Alyeska; American

Association of Railroads" ,_merican Institute of Chemical Engineers;

Antinow & Fink" Apache Corporation" Arizona Nuclear Power Project;
AP.PA-DOD" Babcock & Wilcox" Battelle Columbus" Battelle

Northwest" Bechtel" Bettis Atomic Power" Bonewitz; Borg Warner"

City of Austin. South Texas Project" Columbia Nitrogen; Conumonwealth

Edison" Consumers Power" Convair- Cozen, Begier, & O'Connor;

Electric Po_er Research Institute" Eltech, Division of Diamond '

Shamrock" EPCO; Florida Power & Light; General Dynamics; General

Electric, Evendale" General Electric, Schenectady; General Public

Utilities- Gulf State_ Utilities- l{aight, Dickson, Brown & Bonesteel" i/

Illinois Tool Works; International Nickel Company- Iowa Electric Light

& Power- Isham, Lincoln & Beale" Knolls Atomic Power Lab; Leonard, _
Street & Deinard" Lowenstein, Newman, Reis & Axelrad- Lute, Forward,

Hamilton & Scripps" 3M Company" McGra_.-Edison" Mead Paper" Midwest

Research Institute" NUS Corporation" New Brunswick Power & Light"

Northeast Utilities" Northwest Area Foundation" Oak Ridge" Olin _
Corporation- O_en Illinois" Pacific Gas & Electric" Packer

Engineering" Parameter Inc." Ouarle_ & Brady" Reuben & Proctor-

Rexnord" t_ichard__ Manufac'_r_:_F, Com>:_ny" Ric-Wil ' }_,ocP, we] ]

" International" _-_ - ,_),n Jo._;e T('c|_t_ol()gy C,_nter '.i;andia I_.aborat.orje_-
SCM Corporation" ._hell I)c,v_]opm(,nt" t;o]ar EnerF, y Research ]n:;t-itute"

Steel, tiector, & Davi.s" Texaco" The Williams Company" Thiokol" Todd

" Sh__pbuild_ng." TVA" Union Camp" Union Cazb_de (Paducah Enrichment
Plant) Vandeveer (;arzia 'I'otlkjn K,,rr ct al • Vaztl,_in t:idd_eri_,.

Vior,:ngo & Chri_:en:;on We:;_ in,,.l_ou:;,. Wi'.:con::i:l Elect:ric.
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Board Memberships. Advisory Committees. Commissions"

Automated Transportation Systems. Inc.. (now Taxi-2000)

Board of Directors. Co-Founder. Corporate Secretary.

President. Chairman. 1983-present

The CharLes Babbage Insuitute. Trustee. 1979-1983

Citizens League. Board Member. 1982-1984

Data Card Corporation. Board Member. 1979-1983

Donaldson Company. Inc.. Board Member 1979-1983

First Mid-est Venture Caoital. Technical Advisory

Co_u_.ittee. 1980- 1982

Great Northern Iron Ore Properties. Trustee. !982-pres,:*n_

Minnesota Allianca for Science. Advisory Comm_ittee and

Founder. 1982-1985

Mid,'est Research Institute. Board Member. 1979-1982

Minnesota Conu_i.ssion for Educational Excellence 1983- _"6

Minnesota Cooperation Office. Board Member. !979-1983

Minnesota High Technology Council. Board Member and
Co-Founder. 1982-!983

Minnesota Wellsprin K, Board Member and Co-Founder. 1981-1983

North Star (Research Corporation) Board of Directors. !981-1983

Packer Engineering. Board Member. 1981-1987

Tc!tech Resource Neu--'ork. Board Member and Foundinz Menber.
1984-1987

Department of Metallurgical Engineering. The Ohio State

University. Advisory Co._umittee 1987-present

Honors

o Rational Academy of Engineering. 1978

o International Nickel Professor of Corrosion Science

and Engineering. 1971-1976

o Willis Rodnev _.9_itney A_'ard from NACE for Outntandii_ Z

Contributions to Corrosion Research, ].980

o ,! _'u:,,,F,:]lo-._,_ ]075.

o C.ol!_"ge o! _-nZ,i:_,-0*r_:',F, award'.; for achic,.,cmcT_: (:_ :,.,: ._'-;_:,!',)
!966. ]960. and ]970

o Oi:lo A.2K.::1 A'-'ard :ol- Innovative Teachinz, .1975

c) "I.{_:}-i,:-.{}:i, [;fE:T_:i],ii ]'hi l:ila'..;IZm,{,:_.I)'.]I)"_,v]'.'.,7

o r_.,.l_._. _.:_,_._2:,-:z- (21 _.;',: :;,_,tot_y ()i t't_t Xc a. _,,' }{,.:_,,:.::v
" ' _ q 73

.... ,. " . E,A(-_. :,I_ i 1 ,} .
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Society Membershios, Present

Electrochemical Society

:

o Corrosion Division° 1972-present

- Secretary-Treasurer, 1972-1_973

- Vice Chairman. 1974-1975

- Chairman, 1976-1977

American Society for Metals

o Corrosion Oxidanion Committee Chairman, 1973

o Editorial Policy Committee. 1979-1981

" National Association of Corrosion Engineeril,g

o Research Committee, 1969--1981

Vice Chairman, 1.972

o Intcrm:tional Relations Com.mitt-ce, 1973-1981

Society Memberships_s, Fast

American Institute of Metallurgical Engineer_

Am,_rican _:uclear Society

- American Society for Testing & Materials

= Fed,_:-ation c,f V,_t-_r_al_ Society

" o ('_I_:_,.rva_:i(_n C._:,:::_i_ t_._,, Chai:m:_, 1978-1981.

o {:{)n.:_,,_t.tc.e to Devcl. o t) ,_ 1t_tt._,_ ia]'; Collecti{)ll _'i_
" _h,_' gmit:tl.',on_a_ Inst_tuti,.,y_ ]978-]981

=
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Accomplishments as Dean of the Institute o_ffTechnolov_, University of_
Minnesota.

o Co-founded and co-developed major collaborative linkages

bet_een the Institute of Technology and the community through

_.he Minnesota High Technology Council, Minnesota Weli:;|>ring,

and the Alliance for Science. Outside collaborating

organizations included technological, banking/finaucial.,

Governor and Governor s Office L_g

t_ublic sector, K-12 schools, l. iberal art:: c,_ll,zge:: in tt_,'

o Organized ol7 co-organized, with appropriate facultv, lhc

follow'ing collaboratiive Univer:;ity-comr, lunity (indu!,_ry)
centers -

Charles Babbage Institute

Microelectronic and Information Sciences Center (.MEIS)
Corrosion Center

Produceivity Center

Institute for Mathematics and Its Application:_ (IMA)

Biotechnology Center

o Organized collegiate developmenn program for tlle ]nstlitute

of Technology" raised approximately $12 million from private

sources for the Institute of Technology

o Organized and initiated the Corrosion Center at the Ins_:itute

of Technology and brought funds to the University o:7 Minnesota

at the rate of _i million per year start_n_ _, in 197q.. Cont. inuous

funding to 1987 by Department of Energy.

o With student_s, organized and exr_ended majoz und,_-gradu,_ue
extracurricular programs

o Chair of Uuivernity of- Minne.::ot:a Cor_:_oli,1._,.d 1-u::d I)_-jv,* IQSY2
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University Participation at Ohio State University

o Responsible for $6.0 x i0 in research income at Ohio

State University including largest industrial grants

obtained by OSU professor" Edison Electric In.qtitute,
$i million in 1972" $1.7 million in 1.975 from Electric

Pov. Research Instizute" $2.3 million lr, 1.978 froln

, E1 _tric Po_,er Research Institute

o Teaching and Learnin_ Task Force, 1970-1974
J

o University Research Committee, 1969-1972

o College of Engineering Re.search Committee, 1969-1.973 a1_d
1978-1979

o Ad lloc Faculty Committee. for Development of Recreat;ion

Facilities, _969-io7°.

o Organized joint Program with English Department t:o Develop

Direct Teaching of English in Engineer:.'_g Classes, 1974-1978

o University Committee on l-'atents and Copyrights, 1973-1975

o Co-organizer of Joint Seminar Program Between lli._tory and

Metallurgical Engineering Departments, 1973-1978

o Met'ber, Bio-l-ngineering Coordinating Committee, 1971.-].978

Developed Fontana Research Cen_er at The Ohio Stat:e Univer_it_-

Developed research group of approximately 40 which included" ful]-_ ime

research staff, professional cc)-_orkers, senior technicia11:;, visitin_;

scirntists, industrial fellow._;, post doctorak students, graduate .';tudents,
undergraduate a_asistantn, administrator, and secretaries. Built

laboratories incl_Idin g ,,el rail]ion of ttigh pressure higtl temperatu,-, •

clectroche.mical equip:n,__n_ .

Areas :;'cudied w,.re t_,]:l,_wi_;
m

() (;(_l_,i;:,ioll ,:ll,t t,.i:;:, ']v i I )'

() }ty(l:-(_;;,,_ ,,r:l : ii I l,'",,lll

(-

0 GOl I (," it)li _,tl __,I:,,
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o Bio-mat:ct ials

o Fracture

o Hizh pre_sure high t.empera;:urc el.ect:oc.llemi._-_.ry _;_udi.e_;

o gurface cllemistrv includinz AuF,er anaiyni, n, clli{_:_omet,ry,

_on :,catfeting

(15 Nuclear meta_[urzy

o Analysis of failures

Also conducted interdisciplinary research prozram with Department of

Veterinary Medicine and Department of Orthopaedics on materials for

orthopaedic implants

College Teachin__._ at Ohio State and University oii Minnesota

o Corrosion Engineering and Science

o Materials Selection

o Analysis of Failures

o Nuclear Metallurzy

o Combined 'In Situ' Engli:;h _ith I)epnr;m_,nt. (517}<nzli.sh

o .Materials Science
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Post Graduate Education (Short Courses)" Or__ni___ze_rran___ddM__aaj__

Promoter of Followin_"

o Corrosion of Engineering Materials Short Course given at

OSU0 1966-1979, given seven times.*

o Stress Corrosion Cracking Chort Course given at O.%U, 1967--

1979, given four rime.';*

" o Corrosion Short Courses given on site at International

Nickel, Olin Metals, Convair, and General Electric

o Corrosion Short Course _pop.sored by AIChE twice per roar

throuzh 1985

o Advanced Aqueous Corro.'.;ion Short Course given at O.%U _n
1968"

o Chemical Stability of Enzineerin Z Materials _hOrTt Co_irse

given twice per ";ear for UCIak and for the Continuing

Education Institute throuF, h 1979

o Seminars for Elecnric Power Research Institute"

- Incone!, 1974

- Condenser, 1975

- Decontamination, 1.975

Gene_-al Activities and Accomplishments

o Chairman and Organizer of First Research in Progress Program,

NACE, 1967

o Editor, Corrosion Journal, 1973-1979

o Co-t-ditor _-ith the late. M. C. Font:ana and Co-Founc_.._.,r of

Advanc e _ .i_j3. C_)_rro>i?n _ci_,:.. xjc_.'., a,_d ][._2!7_)).n_?.l_r._sv., p ] e sum t' r e :; :;,
1970-present

o Editor. Handbook o:I Stress ColTrosiorl Ccacking and Corro:;i<.,it

}-'a_.iF, uc of M_._ta]:;, in t)r-(_<:-c:,:,

P

,-, C.]lai:m:i_, (I.[;.A. C,_z-:,_:,i<,:. l)_:l,'F.._t io_ to I]..%.:;.i.:. in
L',_vcmbcr 1')75

(3 C,L;tilTI:;,'tl/ axed }:o_::_d,.:, Cc, r-_:,:.i_,n A<!vi::o:y C,_mmi_(',' (]z_._,II_,_: i,_._l.

bniv,,r_ity, ]ndu.'J_7; , lit il il.i_.:, :;upplio_:;, }:,,,i_,_,tl (;_v_,_tm,_t_t).
Ele<_.,ic Power },'.,,:,_,:i:<h ]:-.:,t i1_{o, 1974-1_80
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General Activities and Accomplishments (continued)"

o Chairman, Shipboard Incinerator Materials Development,

National Materials Advisory Board, NRC, 1.975-].977

o Chairman, Advisory Panel, Metallurgy Division, National
Bureau of Standards, 1975--1977

o Member, Panel for Materials Research, National. F,urcau oi

Standards, 1.976-1978

o Chairman and organizer of International Cozl_ercnce:,

- Fundamental Aspects of Stre:;_ Corro:;i_,,.,:l Crac. tii:_2,,
OSU, 1967

- Localized Corrosion, Williamsburg, VA, 1971

- Corrosion Fatigue" Chemistry, Mechanics, and

Micros¢ruc_ures, Univer-si_y of Conncc. t;icut. 1971.

- High Temperature High Pressure E3.ectrochemistrv of

Aqueous Solutions, University of Surrey, England, 1973

- Stress Corrosion Cracking and Hydrogen Embrittlement of

Iron Base Alloys, Firminy, France, 1973

Materials Problems and Research Opportunitie= in Coal

Conversion, OSU, 1974

- Passivity and Its Breakdo'-m of Iron and Iron Base A].loys,
Honolulu, 1975

- Firs_ IJ S Japan _" l. .- .,ym,)osium on Corrosion Problcm._; in

Light Water Reactors. M_. Fuji., Japan, 1978

- Reliability of Material:; for Solar En_rgy Syntem:;, 2o]ar

Energy Research Institute Colden Colorado 1.978

o M_,_ber, Editorial Boa*- _ . ........ _. o: _;_.'..-l:_t_'_, :;(:i_._(c M,:i_3:lz._i_,, , ]qTff--l_?,4

o ....._ae'-;":,)cT , Advi2o[v CO_!I[iiitL:,;,,: I o '.l,llit_i, _. I.A[_(,i atoi-v t_ll (->'.L]-;:c! ioli (._{

energy from magma ._ourc,._s

o L_dtior_,.ll }'.esealc_,t (]<)_uci] C,_;:_rzit* _',':."

WIPP - Panel ou W,i:;r,, l:;_lat tt)_ }'ilot. t'l,:i_t_, ]975-]_9_'_)

FF_".,-2 - P,_ncl _,r_ E-':_]u._ t,,z_ *_ _t_,' F!:.:;-.') Wd';t,.

]';Oldl__ _ i'],'_:_1 i:; '_:'_','d,'n, 197'? lcr':?
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- _:,-,::;:ui: ,(,,,, 198{) 1951

197A - 1.97S

o "f',_t (:tn::tzJc>t_::l+ C,',::::ci I ,.,:: Allc+y I'h:".::,' [)igt::: :_:.n'- . .I<+it_t A'._H-NF,'"

C ,;:u25, r-t(.,: ::pp(')/_'t,'(: ] 5;7,_:'. ] '._ S
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Appendix C

Suggested Revisions Io tile Selecli_n (;riteri:t
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